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THII theory bas been propounded, and
A New Danger. from its reasonableness, bas met with

considerable favor, that the settlement
of the east wall of the Masonic Temple building at
Chicago is due to the jar caused by frequent and abrupt
stopping of the elevators, sixteen in number, which are
ranged along the greater part of the extent of this wall.
It is contended that these elevators, more particularly
when descending, act as weights suddenly applied.
This action in the case of a building of extreme height,
erected on defective soil like that of Chicago, would
seem to be likely to have an injurious effect upon the
construction.

IT is quite a common thing to see the

sur ce o ef appearance of brickwork marred by
scaling of parts of the surface of the

bricks. In northern climates such as that of Canada,

this scaling is often the result of expansion due to the

action of frost-especially in the case of porous, soft-
burned bricks, which easily absorb water. Other causes

assigned are : Lime in the clay of which the brick is
composed; want of care on the part of the manufacturer
in connection with the damp course, resulting in the ac-
cumulation of moisture behind the surface of the brick ;
and the presence in the brick of hard pellets, the rate of
expansion of which differs materially from that of the
other constituents. If the clay is properly pugged while
in course of manufacture, few of these mischief-working
pellets will find their way into the finished article.

REFERRING to the expose', in our last

Archect com- issue, of the methods which are being
adopted by public bodies in Canada to

secure from architects plans for public buildings at a
fraction of cheir legitimate cost, we observe that a case
of much interest to architects is now before the American
Courts. A competition was instituted for designs for a
county court house at Passaic, New Jersey. The build-
ing committee obtained the services of Professor Ware

as expert adviser, and owing to this fact a large number
of architects of good standing entered the competition.

The committee, evidently with the object of favoring
local architects, disregarded the recommendation of

their adviser and awarded prizes to competitors whose
designs were not considered by Professor Ware to be

entitled to rank above the second or third class. The

architects whose designs were selected by Professor

Ware have entered a joint action for damages in the
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Courts, and it is probable that should an adverse de-
cision be given in the lower Courts, the case will be
carried by appeal to the Court of highest resort. The
architectural societies of the United States are very
properly being urged to support the architects who have
entered this action and contribute to the costs, in order
that the rights of architects in competitions may be
legally established.

THE news of the retirement of Mr. Thos.
Retirement ot Mr.

Thos. Fuler. Fuller from the position of chief archi-
tect of the Public Works Department,

was received with regret by all who enjoy that gentle-
man's acquaintance. This regret is intensified by the
fact that his superannuation allowance has been fixed at
a much smaller sun than he is entitled to receive.
When Mr. Fuller accepted the position of chief architect,
it was with the understanding that whenever he should
be superannuated, ten years would be added to the
period of his occupancy of the position, and his allow-
ance calculated accordingly. This agreement was made
in accordance with section 4 of appendix No. 2 of the
Act respecting the superannuation of persons employed
in the civil service of Canada, which reads as follows :

" The governor in council may, in the case of any person who
entered the civil service after the age of thirty years, as being
possessed of some peculiar professional or other qualifications or
attainments required for the office to which he was appointed, and
not ordinarily to be acquired in the public service, add to the ac-
tual number of years' service of such person, such further number
of years not exceeding ten as is considered equitable for reasons
stated in the order-in-council made in the case ; and such addi-
tional number of years shail be taken as part of the term of ser-
vice on which the superannuation allowance of such person shall
be computed ; and the order-in-council in any such case shall be
laid before Parliament at its then current or next insuing session.
46 V. c. 8, s. 3."

Unfortunately for Mr. Fuller, no written or printed
record was preserved of this condition of his agreement,
and notwithstanding the tact that Sir Hector Langevin,
who was Minister of Public Works at the time the ap-
pointment was made, has written a letter vouching for
the fact that such was the nature of the understanding
between Mr. Fuller and the government of that day, the
present authorities refuse to recognize the agreement.
Under these circumstances Mr. Fuller will be forced to
bring the matter up in Parliament, where it is to be
hoped the justice of his claim will be recognized.

IN New York and at the Brooklyn NavyAbieMetIo o Yard, tests have recently been made of
the application of the sand blast for the

purpose of cleaning iron prior to painting. The appara-
tus used consisted of a Blake blowing engine and re-
ceiver for compressed air and a sand mixer with flexible
pipes connecting to the receiver and a working nozzle.
The engine was operated at oo lbs. pressure from the
boiler of a road rolling machine. The gauge showed a
pressure of from 18 to 20 lbs. of air. The air at this
pressure was forced through the mixer and, taking up
the fine natural sand therein contained, forced it through
a 2y,-inch hose thirty feet in length and Y-inch nozzle
upon the surface of the iron at a distance of about six
inches from the iron. By this method a steel column
was cleaned at the rate of nearly two square feet per
minute, one-tenth of a cubic foot of sand being used per
square foot of surface cleaned. By the same method 25
square feet of the bottom of an iron vessel in the Brooklyn
Navy Yard was cleaned in about six minutes. The es-

timated cost in the case of the New York test, on a via-
duct, was from three-quarters of a cent to one cent per
square foot. It is thought that this might be consider-
ably reduced by reducing the amount of scaffolding.
The sand blast is said to remove paint, etc., without
having any appreciable effect on the solid steel, the sur-
face treated being cleaned of every particle of paint,
rust, grease, etc., and the metal being left bright and
clear, exposing even the cavities, irregularities and pit-
ting, and edges of cracks and joints being penetrated
beyond the limit of accessibility by the brush. The
method is said, however, to be very destructive to
stone, brick, cast iron, or other crystalline substances.

WE are pleased to observe that the
canadian Cement. Dominion government recently awarded

a contract for 20,ooo barrels of Cana-
dian native cernent. The quality of both the native and
Portland cernent manufactured in Canada has been
proved beyond question, consequently no satisfactory
reason can be given for the large yearly purchases of
foreign cernent which have hitherto been made by the
government for use in Dominion public works. Because
of the partiality thus shown for the foreign article, the
Canadian cement manufacturing industry has to a large
extent languished and proved unprofitable. An English
contemporary, the Builders' Reporter, in discussing this
subject in a recent issue, has obtained an entirely wrong
view of the situation, and in consequence, makes im-
proper deductions, as follows : " Canada has to depend
mainly on imported cement, During the year 1895, Out
of 255,ooo casks which were used no less than 223,000
casks were imports. England supplies about 45 per
cent. and Belgium 25 per cent. Up to March, 1866,
the duty was 2o per cent. of the value, now it ranges
from 33 to 52 per cent. 1i some cases the duty is found
to exceed the cost of the cement. In consequence, an
immense quantity of inferior cernent is employed in
Canada, and ordinary mortar is substituted for cement.
Protection may have its advantages in a country like
Canada, but if within a few years bridges on railways
and roads and other public works can no longer exhibit
sound masonry, the cost of repairs will be more than an
equivalent for any gain derived from an excessive tariff.
If Canada cannot produce cement there is no native in-
dustry to be protected, and therefore, for the sake of a
fiction, the country is saddled with the expense of up-
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the Canadian manufactories in this line would be in-
creased ta the extent necessary ta meet all the demands

Of the market. This, in turn, would lead ta further in-

vestments of capital in the industry, larger emploYment
of skilled and unskilled labor, and the circulation at
home af the large sums of money which have hitherto

been yearly sent abroad to purchase the product of
foreign manufactories.

te aarTHE Select Committee of the Legisla-

tecta n Arch ture ta whom was referred the Bill ta

amend the Ontario Architects' Act,

have reported thereon as follows : " The Committee
have carefully considered the Bill ta them referred, and

having heard the opinions of several persons for and

against the Bill, feel compelled ta report against its

provisions. Several suggestions were made by way of

amendment to the Bill, looking towards elevating the
educational standards of the Architects' profession with-

Out increasing the present powers of exclusion, and

looking rather to an adoption by Collegiate or Govern-

mental machinery of a curriculum and examination for
admission. The Committee desires ta express no

Opinion on these subjects, deeming the session ta be too
far advanced for their proper treatment, but prefer ta

leave the whole subject, so far as the educational side

S concerned, wholly unprejudiced by the present action

of the Committee, which has relation only ta the Bill as

it stands." The Architects' Bill is coming ta be regard-
ed as an educational measure, which it precisely is, and

on this ground it received the support of the Trades

and Labor Council of Toronto. It is possible that the

government may see fit ta submit a measure of this

character at the next session of the Legislature, but
there is at present no foundation for a definite statement

as to future action on the part of anybody in the direc-

tion Of endeavoring ta improve the educational stand-

ards of the coming generations of architects. The 0i-
tario Association of Architects have certainly labored
long and earnestly for this object, and earned the thanks

of the students, whose welfare was the mainspring of

their efforts.

AYLSWORTH VS. ROWAN.
suit of Aylsworth vs. Rowan, which recently

came before the County Court at Toronto, possesses

sone Points of interest for architects. To give the facts

of the case without printing the evidence in full would
be somewhat difficult, and might inflict injury upon

one or both parties ta the suit. We will therefore refer

briefly to sone of the principal points brought out.

e suit was entered by Mr. M. B. Aylsworth ta recover

.om Mr. T. A. Rowan the sum Of $200 for the prepara-
tion of preliminary sketches for a pair of houses. The
Parties to the suit were brought closely together by busi-
ness dealings, and the evidence submitted by the plaintiff
Was that he had prepared sketches at the solicitation of
Mr. Rowan, who intended ta build in the near future,
but who at the time had no property. These sketches
remained in Mr. Rowan's office for some time, but were
fnally returned ta Mr. Aylsworth. It was claimed on
the part of the defence that Mr. Aylsworth prepared the
sketches entirely on his own responsibility, with the hope
that they Would be adopted in case Mr. Rowan decided

to build. In support of this claim it was argued that
(endant was not at the time in a position ta build,

' not having any property, would not authorize an

architect to make plans for a house. The evidence was
somewhat contradictory, and the jury returned a verdict
against the plaintiff. A strange ruling in connection
with the case was that the court refused to accept the
entries which Mr. Aylsworth had made in his books re-
garding the work-in fact, he was not permitted to refer
to them in any way. The judge, in his address to the
jury, while not recognizing the tariff of fees as adopted
by the Ontario Association of Architects, nevertheless
based the sum to be charged for the work thereupon, and
instructed the jury, in case the decision was in favor of
the plaintiff, to bring in a verdict for the amount asked.
The evidence submitted proved beyond any reasonable
doubt that the practice of preparing plans without any
definite understanding as ta payment therefor was alto-
gether too prevalent in the architectural profession, and
also that of late years it has become the custom of some
architects to submit sketches on speculation without
solicitation, in the hope of inducing persons to build
and to adopt the same. This latter fact rather preju-
diced the case of the plaintiff in the above action. Some
years ago, in case of a dispute between architect and
client, the production of the plans was usually considered
ample proof that the architect had received instructions
to draw the same, but these conditions have now been
changed by the keen competition to obtain commissions.
In view of the above facts, we cannot too strongly urge
upon architects the wisdom of obtaining written instruc-
tions before proceeding with the preparation of plans,
thereby removing the possibility of a dispute or misun-
derstanding. The desire of architects to obtain work
bas no doubt in the past caused them to evade as far as
possible the mention of terms to their client, fearing that
by so doing they might lessen their chances of being em-

ployed. As every architect expects to receive remunera-
tion for his services, he should have the courage ta state
in a business-like manner the sum to be charged for the
work. The method adopted by some architects, and
which we commend to the consideration of all, is, after
receiving instructions to prepare plans for a certain
building, to write a letter to the client indicating the
sum to be charged under different conditions-for in-
stance, a fixed sum for carrying out the entire work,
and in case the building is not erected, the charge for
preliminary sketches, plans, specifications, etc. By this
means legal suits might be avoided, which are unprofit-
able to the participants and disparaging to the profession.

The Toronto Guild of Civic Art has been incorporated by the
Ontario government, with a capital stock of $2,000. The object
of the guild is ta promote and encourage art, to arrange for the
execution of works of art by competent artists to be chosen by
competition or otherwise, and to hold exhibitions of architectural
and stained glass designs, mural decoration, etc. Among the

promoters are Messrs. Frank Darling and W. A. Langton.

In India a composition is often employed for protecting the
stucco and plaster work exposed to the weather, consisting Of 3
parts of linseed oil boiled, one-sixth of its weight of litharge, and
i part of bees' wax. The surface to be treated must be perfectly

dry and clean before the mixture is applied, which should be laid
on hot with a brush.

" CERAMIC STONE."-The name of " Ceramic Stone" has been

given by M. Garchey, a French inventor, to a new building stone

obtained by him from broken glass. The glass--broken boules,
window panes, etc.-is reduced to powder, different kinds are
mixed if a variegated color is desired, and the pulverized material

is devitrified by passing successively through two furnaces, the

second one being of high temperature. The pasty mass is

then passed under a press, which gives it shape and consis-

tence.
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GOTHIC ARCHITECTURE IN NORTHERN ITALY.*

By A. C. Hutrciss.

To understand Gothic architecture as practised in Northern

Italy during the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, and to be

able to judge of its successes and failures when compared with

the architecture of the sane period as practised north of the Alps,
it is essential that we understand the architectural environment of

the Italian people.
As early as the latter half of the seventh century a style of

architecture made its appearance at Pavia and elsewhere in which

features of construction and design mark it as distinct from the

debased Roman architecture previously practised.

Owing to the disturbed condition of the country during the dark

ages the new style made little progress, and it was not until the

eleventh century that buildings of importance in the style were

erected, but during the eleventh and twelfth centuries it held

complete sway in every part of Northern Italy except in Venice,

which, from its insulated position and intimate commercial inter-

course with Constantinople, sought its architectural inspiration

from the east rather than from the west.
One other exception to the universal practice of the style is the

Church of San Miniato in Florence, and in some other buildings
in that locality, where we find a return to a more classical style.

As this style was the immediate predecessor of the Gothic, and

as some of its features were adopted by the Gothic architects, it

will assist us in our study of the Gothic style of Italy if we briefly
glance at some of its more prominent characteristics.

Before the advent of the Gothic style ail the architecture prac-

tised, not only in Northern Italy but also north of the Alps, was

characterized by the use of the round or semi-circular arch, but

though this important feature was common to the architecture of

Italy, France, Germany, England and Scotland, each country

employed il in such manner and in conjunction with other

features, as to give to it more or less of a national character.

The national character of this round arched architecture, while

strongly marked, particularly in Germany and England, was, if

possible, more marked in Italy, where it was practised in a style

entirely different fron the contemporary style as found on the

north of the Alps.
The round arched style which prevailed throughout Northern

Italy before the introduction of the pointed arch, is known as Lom-

bard architect ure, not that the Lombards who had established them-

selvesin the land about the endot thesixtb century had any architec-

ture or produced any styleof their own. The'y were, however, great

builders, and there is little doubt that in the erection of their

earlier buildings they enployed native worknien who, knowing

no other style than debased Roman architecture, would work in

that style ; but gradually under Lombard influence new features

were introduced which in course of tie produced the style to

which their name is given.

During their sway, which extended over a period of about two

centuries, the land was studded with churches and baptistries

erected under the auspices of their kings and queens.

Nearly all the buildings erected by them during the seventh

and eighth centuries have disappeared ; a few, however, remain

as examples of their work, the more notable being San Michele

of Pavia, San Friediano of Lucca, and San Ambrogia of Milan.

The Baptistry of Florence, it is claimed, was erected during

the Lombard dynasty, but if this was the case it does not possess

the characteristics of the style that marks the buildings I have

named.
Fron the few examples of the early Lombard style which

remain to the present day, we can see the change in tie pro-

portions of columns and piers ; the introduction of wild and

grotesque imagery in their ornamentation of capitals and walls,

that mark the style as distinct fron the Roman.

During the twO centuries which followed the rule of the Loi-

bards, Italy was in such a disturbed and unsettled condition that

littlie or no progress in art was made, the erection of churches

ceased and only buildings required for defence were under-

taken. During this period Genoa and Venice, somewhat

apart from the scene of strife and rising in importance as mari-

time powers, were able to proceed with erection of buildings. In

Venice, towards the end of the tenth century, the erection of the

well-known St. Mark's was begun. Owing to the intimate coin-

mercial relations with the East, Greek architects were employed,

with the result that in this city of the sea we have an independent

developient in architecture of a complex character that marks it

as distinct from that of Italy.

ead before the Province of Quebec Association of Architects.

As the developient of the eariy architecture of Venice is foreign
to my subject, I will pass it by, and returnîng to the mainland we
find that the dlarkness which had enveloped the land during the
ninth and tenth centuries began to break and give place to a new
era of activity in building. During the eleventh and twelfth cen-
turies a number of buildings were erected superior in size and
skill in construction to any that were built during the tie of the
Lombard rule. These buildings are marked by the leading
features which characterized the early Lombard buildings, but in
addition we Slnd new features introduced that gave the style a step
in advance and prepared it for the advent of the Gothic.

An examination of the work of this period will show that the
uncouth and grotesque carvings which characterized the early
Lombard buildings bas given place to figures and groups in low
relief of somewhat better workmanship but still crude in design.

The most conspicuous feature that marks the buildings of this
period is one that stamps the Italian character upon the round
arched style as practised in Italy, and serving to separate it dis-
tinctly from the contemporary architecture north of the Alps.
This distinctive feature of Italian buildings was the piling of tier
upon tien Of decorated arches differing fron each other in design,
and occupying the whole facade of the building te its very sun-
mit. The most notable examples of this arrangement are to be
found in the churches of Lucca, but one that is better known to
most travellers is the facade of the Duomo of Pisa.

Another feature introduced at this period, which always found
favor with the Italians, and which they continued to practice dur-
ing the whole of the Gothie period, was the use of material Of
different colors in the construction of the walls and piers ; some-
times it was appliel te the outside of the building, sometimes to
the inside, and sometimes to both oulside and inside. Usually
the polychromatic effect sougbt for was obtained by the use Of
marbles or stones of different colors arranged in alternate courses.

I might mention other features that characterized the later
Lombard buildings, and which, adopted by the Gothic architects,
influenced them in their designs. These features I will be better
able to describe when the views of the buildings are projected on
the screen. It was not until the first quarter of the thirteenth
century had passed away that the pointed or Gothic style made
its appearance in Italy, and when it did make ils appearance in]
the first building erected in the new style-that of San Francesco
at Assisi-we find it complete in ils fornis and details as then
practised in the North. It appears that when the erection of the
building to receive the mortal remains of the great St. Francis
was determined upon, there was no architect of celebrity in Italy,
and Elias, the favorite disciple of SI. Francis, to whom the work
was entrusted, obtained the assistance of a German architect
named Jacobus. It was only natural that he should recomnend
and use the style of architecture Ihen practised in bis own coun-
try, with the result that in the crypt and in the interior of the
upper church we have a style of architecture quite distinct fron
anything that preceded it in Italy. It is true that long before
this time the pointed fori of arch was frequently used as a con-
structive feature in the architecture of Sicily ; ils use there was
no doubt owing to the influence of Saracenie art, which, along
with Byzantine and Norman architecture, produced a strange
combination that gives so much interest to the medioval buildings
of that island. Though the pointed arch was thus used in Sicily,
il did not in any way affect the architecture of Northern Italy
as I have already shown, il was introduced from north of the
Alps. As soon, however, as it obtained a footing in Italy, il sup-
planted the earlier round arched styles, and the Italian architects
were obliged to confornm to the new style.

Froin the fact that il was an importation from a foreign country,
and was in a sense iiposed npon the Italians whose love for the
round arched styles was deeply rooted, it follows that we cannot
in Italian buildings trace the gradual development from the round
to the pointed arch as we can in France and Germany, aud more
particularly in England, where in many buildings we may markthe first use Of the pointed arch in conjunction with the round
arch. The struggle for supremacy between the old round arch
and the new pointed arch in England was protracted, with the
result that between Norman Architecture characterized by theuse of the round arch and the massive proportions of ils piers andarches, and the Early English period wien the pointed style was
supreme, we have a well defined transitional period that affords a
most interesting study.

In Italian architecture there is no such transition period ; whenthe Gothic was introduced il at one supplanted the Lombard
style, and thiouigh flic Itan architects never hesitated to use
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round arch in connection with the pointed when it suited their

Purpose to do so, there js no building that I know of in which the

change from one style to the other is defined as it is in buildings

in the north.
As already remarked Gothic architecture was an importation

the Pointed arch which is the basis of the style was not an Italian

invention, and though used by them, the possibilities of its use

(except in a few buildings) were not developed as we find in the

buildings of the north. This is not to be wondered at when we

consider the environment of the architects of the Gothic period

in Italy-on ail hands they were surrounded by the remains of

Roman architecture, with the result that classic thought and

design was never dead, but only slept, and was ever ready to

assert itself in some feature or design, or in the appropriation of

ready-made materials of ancient buildings.

The designers of the cathedrals north of the Alps were under

no such influence-they knew nothing of classic art, and

Pursued the practice of the Gothic, working un without a sus-

picion that any other style existed.

As an illustration of this, I remember some years ago examin-

ing some fine old glass in Litchfield Cathedral ; in one of the

Panels there was a representation of the building of SolorDOn's

Temple ; in this picture the Temple is shown as a great Gothic

cathedral, the artists who designed it probably never suspecting

that it might have been in another style.

The vital principle of classic architecture is horizontal, that of

Gothic is vertical ; one is that of the column and lintel involvilg

the idea of rest, the other is that of the arch, the flying buttress

and pinnacle, involving the idea of life and motion.

The two ideas are directly opposed to each other ; the moment

Classic architecture admits the arch it ceases to be true to itself in

any real artistic sense ; on the other hand if it refuses to use the

arch it confines itself within limitations of construction.

Unfettered by any classical restraint the architects of the north

carried the use of the pointed arch to its highest perfections, and

in their great cathedrals have left us examples of skill in scientific

and artistic construction which, though often imitated, have never

been surpassed.
Italian architects on the other hand were always under re-

strint, and while forced by the fashion of the time to use the

pointed form of arch, they were never able, except in a few in-

stances, to do so with the boldness and skill of their conteipor-

aries of the north. They often employed it for mere ornainent,

and in many instances In so faulty a manner that the arches had

to be held together with iron ties from the day of construction.

While the Italians herefaed to produce buildings in the Gothic

style of the purity of design and skill in construction that are to

be found in the north, they have, nevertheless, executed rmany

noble buildings in which we can study their successes and failures

in dealing with a style that was not indigenous to the country and

in which they endeavoured to reconcile the prini.iples of two styles

that are far apart, and which we are inclined to consider un-

reconcilable.

Besides the influences to which I have already referred, there are

other two which we find more or less strongly marked in mediaeval

work-these are, first, local, and second, personal influences.

Local influence was a natural result of the division of the Italian

people into two hostile camps of the Guelfs and Ghibelines; the

adherence to une faction or the other not only kept the cities

apart, but often at war one with the other. When we consider

the disturbed condition the country was in, in consequence of

these quarrels, we might expect to find art retarded and incapable

Of development-on the contrary, however, we find that progress

'as made, but owing to the lack of community and freedom of

intercourse, the principal cities developed the Lombard and Gothic

styles of architecture in a manner peculiar to themselves. Thus

we have well defined local characteristics of the Lombard style at

Pisa and neighborhood, and of the Gothic style in Venice, Verona,

Bologna, Florence, etc. These cities, along with others which

inight be named, became at a later date local centres or schools

of painting, each marked by treatment of their subjects peculiar

to the great masters of the respective schools. We thus have in

the domain of the fine arts the Venetian, Florentine, Pisan,

Milanese and other schools, and in like manner we have the local

characteristics of the resective cities niarked in their architecture.

The personal influence exerted by individual architects is more

marked in Italian buildings than in those north of the Alps. lI

the great cathedrals of France and England the names of the

designers is in most cases unknown, but in Italian architecture

individual names are brought prominently before us.

Among the more prominent I may mention Arnolfo, son of the
German architect whom I have already referred to as giving the
design for the first Gothic building in Italy. Arnolfo's name is
associated with the great duomo and the church of Santa Croce
in Florence.

Pisa, a celebrated centre of mediaeval art, sent forth a number
of sculptors and architects, but her most distinguished son was
Nicola Pisano, whose sculptures adorn the cathedral at Sieana
and Orovietto, and who furnished the design for San Antonio at
Padua and probably for the cathedral at Orovietto. His son
Giovana was scarcely less distinguished than his father.

In the following century Giotto, distinguished as a painter as
well as an architect, constructed buildings in the Gothie style of

which the campanile of the duomo is, at Florence, the most dis-
tinguished example. These men, with others I might mention,
not only impressed their individuality upon their works, but
formed centres or schools of design.

Apart fromt the local types of the Gothic style and the personal
influences to which I have alluded, we have occasional buildings
in which local influence is not evident and where the design is so
unlike other Italian buildings as to suggest foreign influence;
the most notable example of this influence is found in the greatest
of ail Italian buildings, the Cathedral of Milan.

I might go on to mention in detail features of Italian buildings
that attract the attention of the traveller who has previously
visited the great cathedrals of the north, and who at once realizes

that lie is in a different art atmosphere. He will notice the
absence of buttresses on the flanks of the buildings, the absence
of flying buttresses, the small size of the windows and the absence
or meagerness of tracery with which they are ornamented, the
absence of colored glass, the absence of triforiums over the nave
arches and the meanness of the clerestories. He will notice how
columns are used singly or in pairs-and the use of colour on the
walls. Of these details time forbids me to speak, but before
ciosing I will mention one material used in the construction of

Italian buildings that meets us at every stage in our study of,
Gothic architecture, that is bricks and terra cotta. Italian brick-

work is remarkable for the skill shown in the use of what we are
inclined to deen an inferior material in the elaboration of arches,

tracery, cornices and mouldings, but as this is a subject some-
what foreign to this paper, and one that requires an evening for
itself, I only refer to it.

STRENGTH OF COLUMNS.
IF the fibres in any material body were exactly

rectilinear, so that a rod being placed on one end in a
vertical position, no one of the particles were opposite
to the intervals between any two in a transverse section
below it, it might be conceived that no force com-

pressing the rod in the direction of its length would
produce any other effect than that of diminishing its

length. But as we find that all bodies when so com-

pressed may be bent and finally broken, such a dis-

position of the particles is destitute of probability. In
fact, when a pillar is compressed by a great weight

above it, either the fibres already curved have their

curvature increased so that the whole pillar bends, or
the particles in sone of the transverse sections are

forced outwards by lateral pressures arising from those

above and below their intervals being thrust between
them, and then the pillar swells on its whole periphery.

The consequence in either case is that the cohesion of

longitudinal fibres is impaired or destroyed, and the

pillar is at length broken or crushed. The strength of

a pillar when so compressed must evidently depend

upon the number of particles in a transverse section,

that is, upon the area of such section, but since besides

the displacement of those particles from the longitudinal

pressure their lateral cohesion must be overcome before

they can be thrust outwards, it is evident that the

strength is not proportional to the area simply, but to

some function of that area. No law on which any

dependence can be placed has yet been discovered for

the strength of a pillar in such circumstances.



THE BUILDING OUTLOOK.
INFLUENCED by the general depression in business, the

building trade in Canada has for some years been in a
state of inactivity, and much below what might be ex-
pected in a young and vigorous country. As each year
passed by, it was hoped that the worst had been en-
countered, yet the season of 1896 proved to be one of
the least prosperous. The unsettled condition of the
country politically, and the uncertainty with regard to
the tariff both in Canada and the United States, had a
depressing effect, and many buildings which would
otherwise have been erected still remain in a embryo
state until the action of the government is made known.
The low rentals obtainable in many of the larger cities
offered little inducement to speculators, and consequently
a few office buildings constituted the major portion of
construction.

With the object of learning as far as possible the con-
ditions likely to prevail in the building trades during
the approaching season, letters were dispatched by the
publisher of the AaCHITECT AND BUILDER to architects
in the different cities, asking their opinion of the out-
look. The replies received, although pointing out that
many projected works are yet in an unsettled state, and
may or may not be proceeded with, afford some degree
of encouragement. It is generally conceded that little
change will be made in the tariff by the government,
and the official announcement of this fact will be certain
to stimulate building operations and restore confidence
to business in general.

In Toronto, the new building at the north-west
corner of Yonge and King streets is perhaps the largest
yet arranged for ; the plans are being prepared by
Messrs. Darling & Pearson. A large hotel and several
other buildings of some prominence are spoken of, but
are not yet regarded as certainties. The renovation
and remodelling of office buildings is likely to account
for a considerable expenditure, as the owners will be
compelled to improve their properties in order to retain
their tenants. Montreal architects report the season to
be opening up somewhat brighter than last year,
with several undertakings hanging in the balance.
The towns adjacent to Montreal are apparently more
prosperous. In the city of Ottawa the prospects for
building operations are decidedly encouraging, a number
of recent fires having assisted in this direction. The
rebuilding of the departmental block and the new
building of the C. Ross Company are the most im-
portant works now under construction. The addition
to the Protestant hospital and a proposed opera house
will reach in value $1oo,OOo, while other buildings
equally costly are either under way or contemplated.
In western Ontario architects do not take a discourag-
ing view of the future. A $6o,ooo hospital is talked of
at London, and two buildings of good size will be
erected in Hamilton. The bulk of the work in the
latter city, however, will consist of residences and
alterations to existing buildings. In the vicinity of
Stratford a fair amount of building is reported, and at
Owen Sound elevator and flour shed extensions com-
prise the main work.

Very few large buildings are likely to be erected this
year in Manitoba and British Columbia. A large
university building will probably be built at Winnipeg,
at a cost of $6o,ooo. In the Pacific coast province the
cheaper class of buildings promise to predominate par-
ticularly in the vicinity of mining operations. From

the maritime provinces favorable reports are re-
ceived.

No small amount of material and labor promises to
be utilized in 1897 in government work, the appropria-
tion made by the Dominion parliament for canals alone
reaching five million dollars. Comparing the situa-
tion with past years, we think there is a fair prospect of
an improvement in building during the present season.

BY THE WAY.
AN interesting decision was given by the Court of

Appeal at Montreal the other day. A stone cutter
named Jacques Perrault sought to recover damages
from the Stonecutters' Union, alleging that he had
been deprived of his employment by reason of the re-
fusal of the officers and members of the Union to work
with bim. At the first hearing the case was dismissed,
but the Court of Review, on appeal, awarded the plain-
tiff damages in the sum of $137. This decision has
now been reversed by the Court of Appeal, thus affirm-
ing the right of the members of the union to refuse to
work with a non-union workman. It should be men-
tioned, however, that the decision was not concurred in
by two of the judges before whom the appeal was
argued.

X X X x
FROM the past and present condition of some of the

gaol buildings in Canada, it might be inferred that the
county' authorities are of the opinion that the health of
a prisoner is a matter of little or no consequence-in
other words that anything should be good enough for a
"gaol bird." Many persons regard the matter in a
different light, however, and properly maintain that
neglect to provide conditions conducive to health should
not form part of the punishment meted out to prisoners.
Holding strongly to this view, I note with pleasure that
the Inspector of Gaols, Prisons and Reformatories for
the Province of Ontario reports that considerable im-
provement bas been made by many of the County Coun-
cils throughout the province in remodelling, repairing
and furnishing gaols during the past year, and greater
attention has been given to their ventilation, drainage,
heating, lighting and water supply. The inspector adds
that much yet remains to be done in this direction, and
intimates that some of the derelict counties are finan-
cially well able to remodel or rebuild their buildings.

×X X x
IN Scripture we are told that no sensible man comn-

mences the erection of a building until after he has first
counted the cost and carefully considered the condition
of his bank account. Some individuals and public
bodies overiook this very necessary preliminary pro-
cedure, and plunge right into the enterprise, trustingto chanceior Providence to help them out. Such per-
sons bring ridicule upon themselves by their lack of
sound judgment. Public bodies seem to make blunders
of this character quite as frequently as private in-
dividuals, and their undertakings being a rule on a
larger scale, their mistakes are more conspicuous. InFrance, we are told, owing to the state of the national
finances, many public buildings stand in an uncom-
pleted condition, and so surrounded by scaffolding as
to be almost concealed from view: The Arc de Tri-
omphe, in Paris, was thus obscured, until the recent
visit of the Czar, when the sense of national pride
caused the scaffolding to be renoved. Some years ago
it was discovered that the statues which adorned the
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upper part of the second court of the Palais-Royal were

in danger of fallîing, and it was decided to repair them,
for as the works of Pagou and Gerard they are worthy

of preservation. Apparently there is no money to pay
for cement, and in consequence the timbers are decay-
Ing. In the United States and Canada we are quite

as ready as Europeans to undertake beyond our meais,

but our method of doing things is somewhat different.

Instead of stopping the work on a public structure until

funds are available for its completion, we go ahead and

finish the work with borrowed money, for which we

Pledge the credit of future generations, thereby escapimg
the ridicule which would come upon us were we to

follow the French practice.
Xx × X

SINCE the microbe theory became an accepted fact in

medical science, we have learned to believe that we are

beset on every hand by unseen dangers. It is undoubt-

edly matter for regret that there are so many intelligent
persons who refuse to recognize a danger which is not

discernible to the naked eye. The recognition of the

germ theory, for example, would lead to more careful

attention to health requirements in the matter of plumb-

ing, ventilation, etc. On the other hand, one cannot
but feel in a measure thankful that people are not easily

frightened by hidden causes of danger; if it were other-

Wise many nervously constituted persons would be in a

state of continual worry in their efforts to shield their

health and that of friends against ir.visible foes. Not-

Withstanding the numerous quarters from which we
have been lead to expect an attack from these foes, it
's somewhat surprising to be told that recent examina-
tions in Germany prove that bacteria flourish exceeding-
'Y in certain building stones-even those which are non-
Porous in character. In consequence of this discovery
it is recommended that only non-porous stone, such as

granite, should be used in hospital construction. I do
not imagine that the publication of this item will seri-

Ously affect the stone market, notwithstanding that the
alleged discovery comes from Germany.

ILLUSTRATIONS.
RESIDPNCE AT MONTREAL.-R. FINDLAY, ARCHITECT.

COTTAGE FOR MR. F. W. LENT, ELMVALE, ONT.-KENNEDY

& CO., ARCHITECTS.

EMERALD STREET METHODIST CHURCH, HAMILTON, ONT.-

A. W. PEENE, ARCHITECT.

CLUB HOUSE OF THE VICTORIA YACHT CLUB, HAMILTON,

ONT.- A. W. PEENE, ARCHITECT.

ADDITION TO LIBRARY AT OSGOODE HALL. - BURKE &
HORWOOD, ARCHITECTS.

THE addition illustrated in this number is an annex to
the main library and is situated to the west of the same,

entered by a door to the south of the chimney-piece.

As it was necessary to place it between the walls of

Other portions of the building, almost the whole source
Of light is from the roof, two small windows being
available to the north for purposes of ventilation.

The instructions given the architects were to provide

the maximum of wall space, discarding all features
Which would occupy space needed for books.

The space available and the requirements dictated a
tWo-storey arrangement of shelves, access to the upper
range being gained by a narrow gallery and spiral stair-
case.

The shelving, and interior finish generally, is of
quarter-cut oak, the flooring is of parquetry, and the
cove of the ceiling is executed in staff, the work being
specially modelled froni the architects' designs.

The artificial light is entirely by electricity.
CORRECTION. The illustration oftheNordheimer build-

ing in Our last issue should have been marked Colbornie
street, instead of King street. Siddall & Baker, archi-
tects.

8TUDENTS' DEPRRTMENT.

THE ETHICS OF THE SKETCH BOOK.
IN an article addressed to students of the R. I. B. A.,

and published in the Journal of the Society, Mr. Paul
Waterhouse writes as follows on the above subject:

Here, then, we face the questions, what is the need
of sketching, and what is the good of travel ? The
bookshelves of any good office, or failing them the
Library at Conduit street, will afford you the opportunity
of studying, comparing, and committing to memory any
building of importance in any country or of any age;
why, then, should one travel a few hundred miles to
make an inferior copy in one's own sketch-book or to
study these things under less comfortable circumstances?
The man who could seriously ask this question could
never arrive at, could never understand, the answer.
It is of course the fact that our many and accessible
records have made study a thousand times easier, and
have rendered possible as never before the science of
comparative archoeology. Nay further, these ready
helps have made it no unlikely thing that a man should
become even expert in the architecture of a country he
has never visited ; certainly it is possible for a student
to have knowledge, and real knowledge, of more than
he can ever even attempt to see with his own eyes and
draw in his own sketch-book. But is the sketch-book
therefore to die ? Never, and for these reasons : Pri-
marily, because in architecture the pencil works with
the brain, and the brain with the pencil. To draw is to
learn. It is impossible to learn architecture without
drawing; it is impossible to draw architecture without
learning. You can draw from engravings and photo-
graphs of course, but that is a lifeless sport at which
Nature revolts, and you have to reckon with human
nature even in an architect's fibre. Again, there are
more things in a building than the best book can give
you. We are saved the necessity of visiting all build-
ings, but we must visit some at least and we must draw
some. The resources ofother men's labors, engravings,
lithographs and photographs have brought us much;
they have taken away the need of sketching as a means
of essential record, but they have not killed the sketch-
book--rather they have given the sketcher a new scope
and a glorious liberty-a liberty which no man should
abuse. So long as you draw-and draw you must-you
may now draw what you will. Some of the necessity
has gone, but none of the duty; and duty has its laws.
Here are some of the guiding lines : Never draw to
make a pretty sketch-book-Burges taught us that. Of
two subjects never choose the easier because it is the
easier. Draw what you think you cannot remember
rather than what you can. Never be timid, and, above

all, draw whatever you admire. Such are the rules we
glean from the direct teaching and still more from the
indirect example of those who have been and are the
great masters of that magnificent and most modest art,
the art of keeping an architectural note-book.

When using transfer graining paper, the surface to be grained
simply requires painting the ground color of the wood to be imi-
tated. Of course, this must be quite dry. Then cut a piece of the
transfer paper a trifle larger than the surface to be grained, and
laying it smoothly on the table, damp the back slightly with a
sponge, but do not soak it, and a few minutes after apply the
face side to the work, taking care that every part is in contact,
and do not smudge it. After about two minutes peel off the paper,
when a perfect grain will be left on the wood,
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ELECTROC-HROMATIC REVOLVING
FOUNTAIN.

WE illustrate herewith an electro-chromatic fountain,
designed and patented by Mr. Chas. Baillarge', architect
and C.E., Quebec.

Everyone has seen the beautiful laboratory experiment
of electro-lighting a jet of water issuing from a fountain,
where the light, instead of passing through the jet into
the surrounding air, is, on account of its parallelism to
the initial portion of the parabola described by the jet,
reflected from point to point along its upper surface and
follows the jet down to the very reservoir, cistern or
basin into which it falls, thus illuminating the jet and
also for several inches the water in the basin itself
around the point where the jet impinges on its surface.

The jet, by the in-
terposition between
it and the light of a
colored lens in the
inner skin of the foun-
tain, may be made te
assume any hue, as
that of ruby, emerald,
topaz, etc., or that
of a jet of molten
silver, gold, or any
other liquid or fluid
substance. Or the
lens may be white or
uncolored, and the
same effect produced
by the interposition
of a piece of colored
or stained glass be-
tween it and the light.

Nowý, if there be a
series of plates of
vari-colored glass
made to move by
clockwork opposite
the lens, the jet will.
change its hue or
tint accordingly and
produce an almost
magic effect. This,
during Mr. Bail-
large"s lessons in
physics at the Lavai
University, was most ELECTRo-CHROMATIc
beautifully illustrated
by Professor Laflamme during one of his lectures on the
reflection of light. And that light can be made to follow
such a curved path is also illustrated in the larynoscope
-a small tube having on its upper surface a series of
tiny mirrors, by which, when the tube is introduced
through the mouth into the stonach, and a ray of light
thrown into it, the interior of the sanie may be lighted
up and reflected back by means of the sanie mirrors to
the operator's eye.

Suppose now, as in the design here given in photo-
gravure, that, around a cylindrical fountain with an
electric arc light in the centre, there be a series of such
jets issuing from its outer skin, with a lens opposite
each jet, all on exactly the same level, and vari-colored
glasses opposite each lens, it is evident thatevery one of
the jets will be simultaneously illuminated and colored,
and if by clock machinery a little tramway çarrying the

stained glasses be made to revolve, the effect will be
charming indeed.

But to render the illusion more fairy-like, the inventer
proposes, as seen by the illustration, that there be three
such horizontal qeries ofjets. Let there be, for instance,
as in the model, three series of 12 jets each, spaced so as
to divide the circuit into 36 angular spaces of îe° each,
and opposite each series a separate central arc light,
aluminum, oxy-hydrogen, acetylene, or any other
brilliant source of light-three tiers of lenses, three tiers
of tiny coloring tramways--and while the central tier
remains a fixture, let one of the tramways be made to
revolve to the right, the other to the left. It will thus
be seen that the continuous change of colors in the
jets must and will give them the appearance of playing

at leap-frog, the àne
with the other.

The effect would
be most enchanting,
and the inventor
hopes that, pending
the tie when poor

U_ old Quebec will be
able to devote a few
thousand dollars to
the consurimation of
so desirable an object
of ornamentation and
attraction in one or
more of its public
squares, or parks, or
gardens, some other
city or well-to-do in-
dividual will takehold
of Mr. Baillarge"s
idea and carry it out,
either with only one
jet, or more on the
sanie level, lit by one
light for economy, Or
with two, three or
more than three
series of jets and as
many lights as series,
and on any scale
whatever; for it is
evident that instead
of one light at the

REVOLViNG FOUNTAIN. centre, if the interior
of the fountain be of

such diameter as to allow of it, there may be, where ex-
pense is no object, a separate light opposite each jet,
with a reflector behind it, thus producing a more
brilliantly illuminated fountain.

Nething could w.ll be conceived more admirably
suited to give eclat to the forthcoming illuminations and
pyrotechnics in honor of the Victoria jubilee.

The highest human habitation in the world is said to
be the railroad station at Galera, in Peru, lying 15,635
feet above the sea.

At an open session of the Toronto Art Students'
League held last month there was a large attendance
of the members and their friends. An interesting
address was delivered by the president, Mr. Holmes,
on " Symbols as they Appear in Art and Architecture,
followed by luncheon served by the ladies of the League.
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BEAUTY IN COLOR AND FORM.
MR. John Aldam Heaton, of London, delivered a lec-

ture to the members of the Leeds and Yorkshire Archi-
tectural Society, a short time ago, on " Beauty in Color
and Form." He said that false color and false forIm
were mere exaggerations, distortions, excesses of good
color and good form. What we wanted, therefore,
above all things, was temperance. Nature was always

temperate. A student of color soon found out that
beauty of color hegan with graduation-that the loveh-

ness of graduated color was so great that, relatively,
level color was not beautiful. But lie also found that

there was no such thing as level color in nature ; natural

Color was always in a state of gradation. Nature

teened with gradations ; even when she played high

she did so with a splendid moderation. He had made

careful studies of many beautiful colored things -flowers,

irridescence on pigeon's necks and shel:s, peacock's

feathers, fresh mackerel, and many other such things-
and he never cameupon a piece of brilliant color where

he was not bewildered and puzzled by the complex ways

in which harmonious and even opposing colors inter-

laced and died into each other. Not a few people de-

sired, above all things, that their surroundings should

be in the highest taste, and who were nervously anxious

and uneasy as to whether things would " go with"

sundry other things. In gathering a posy one gathered

flowers as a rule without any idea of what would "go

with " each other, but simply the fiowers that happened
to be blooming and of the right dimensions for the pro-

posed posy, and in ninety-nine times out of a hundred

the flowers gathered " went with " each other delight-

fully. Why, then, should people be so nervous as to

whether the proposed carpet would " go with " the pro-

posed curtains ? Clearly because the color of one or

both was bad-crude, violent, or without gradation ;

and because, while the posy was well mingled with

green and gray and neutral tints, the carpet and curtains

were wholly or partially deficient in these. If one

wanted to try whether this practically was so, let him

buy or borrow a real fine old Persian carpet, which

would probably contain blues and greens, reds and

yellows ; in fact almost as many colors as the garden

posy. He would find that the chances were enormously
in favor of its looking well in any room in which he

might throw it down, with an entire disregard of what

miglit be already there. Let them take care that each

color in each article they bought was soft and graduated

and free from crudity, and then they might set them all

together and be happy. As gradation was the condi-

tion of beauty in color, so curvature was the ground of

all loveliness in form ; but temperance, again, was the

ruling power.

PUBLICATIONS.
"Public Work Directly Performed," is the title of an interesting

article, by Sylvester Baxter, in the April number of the Review of

Reviews. The co-operative contract system in vogue in New

Zealand is described and also advocated, as likely to provide a

method whereby direct employment by the governient

would be consistent with a full retun for the money ex-

pended.

We are indebted to Mr. E. M. Renouf, 2238 St. Catharine St.,

Montreal, for a copy of an Annotated Bibliography of Fine Art-

emibracing painting, sculpture, architecture, arts of decoration

'and illustration-by Russell Sturgis, architect, and Henry Ed-

'vard Krehbiel, musical author and critic. The book is published

by the Anierican Library Association, and sells at $r.oo per copy
in cloth covers.

WORKS OF CONSTRUCTION.
The Ziegler-Hinch Company, of Guelph, Ont., have lately fitted

up a new dry goods store in that city. The heating is by steam,
of the one-pipe system, and was put in by Messrs. Feek & Phillips.
The hydraulic elevator was furnished by the Fensom Elevator
Co., of Toronto.

The new pathological museum and bone-room in connection
with McGili University, Montreal, is nearing completion. The
work lias been carried out under the supervision of the University
architect, Mr. A. T. Taylor. Galleries extend around both
rooms, and large cases have been placed around the walls for
pathological specimens. In the museum a small office for the
janitor has been constructed imnediately beneath one of the gal-
leries. Both rooms are painted in a delicate shade of cream, the
backs of the cases being finished in green. The ceiling is of
robin's-egg color. A novel idea has been carried out in the frieze,
wlich i., so constructed as to contain diagrams of various peculiar
diseases.

The new bridge to replace the railway suspension bridge at
Niagara Falls, which is now nearing completion, is 1,too feet
long, and the highest part of the arch is 226 feet above the river,
the arch being 550 feet of a stretch. It will have a double deck,
one over the other, the upper one for railway purposes and the
]ower one for carriages, trolley tracks, etc. The main arch is
composed of steel four feet thick and three feet wide, and the
total amount of steel that will compose the bridge wlien com-
pleted will be over six million pounds. It will carry a weight of
3,500 pounds to the square foot on the upper deck and at the
same time 3,ooo pounds to the foot on the lower deck.

The firm of Gordon & Keith, Halifax, N. S., have completed a
palatial brick building on the corner of Barrington and Granville
streets in that city. The floors are of cement, and the western
part of the basement is lighted by prism lights set in the sidewalk,
the glass in these lights being six inches in thickness. The heat-
ing is done by two " Daisy " heaters of the largest size manufac-
tured. The dloor of the entrance is laid in tinted tiles. The
show-room is i2o feet long and 40 feet wide. The offices, 25 feet
in length, are divided by a partition of quartered oak and glass,
with grille lattices. The Rats above are so arranged as to utilize
all the floor space to the best advantage. The electric elevator
was furnished by Leitch & Turnbull, of Hamilton, and Mr. Mc-
Arthur was the general contractor. The plans were prepared
and the work constructed by Mr. W. F. Whiteway, architect.

The Ottawa Trusts and Deposits Company have just completed
at the corner of Sparks and Elgin streets, Ottawa, extensive
vaults and offices. In the main office is a circular counter of ma-
hogany, richly carved and artistically panelled, the chief clerk's
office being enclosed in a canopy of oxidized brass. The wains-
cotting is composed of solid Tennessee marble, relieved at regu-
lar intervals by blocks of onyx stone. The window sills are also
of white marble. The flooring is mosaic pavement made of
Italian marble, executed by Mr. Robert Reid, of Montreal. The
business office is separated from the vaults by a partition of steel
bars, extending from the floor to the ceiling and arranged in a
semi-circular form. The vault proper is 72 feet wide, î12> feet
long and 8 feet high, lined througliout with solid chrome steel.
The deposit vault contains two sets of deposit boxes, with 246 in
each set. To the rear of this vault is a storage vault, separated
by a polished steel grate made of steel bars two inches in diame-
ter. The main guard room is of steel, six inches thick, and
weighs 5s> tons. The weight of the hinges is 700 lbs.

PERSONAL.
Messrs. Rogers & McFarlane, architects, have opened an office

in the Fleming Block, Windsor.

Mr. Wm. McNally, cement merchant, of Montreal, lias returned
from England, after an extended visit.

Mr. J. H. Balderson, secretary of the Department of Railways
and Canals for the Dominion, bas been superannuated, owing to

the abolition of the office.

Mr. Philip C. Palin, a clever young architect of Toronto, has

recently commenced the practice of bis profession ait Rat Portage,

Ont. If the reports which have reached us recently of activity in

building operations at Rat Portage are well founded, Mr. Palin

bas made a wise choice of location, and in selecting as his field

of effort a new and rapidly developing part of the province rather

tharn the older districts, his judgment is to be commended.



CANADIAN HEATING APPARATUSý, AND
METHODS.

IN view of the fact that the climate of Canada in
winter is at times somewhat severe, it is not surprising
that the subject of artificial heating has here received
much consideration, and as a result, heating apparatus
and methods have been brought to the highest standard
yet achieved in any country. In the early half of the
century this subject received little or no attention. The
open fireplace was the means employed both for cooking
and heating. Then followed wood stoves, which, after

a-considerable period,.of service, gave place to coal
ranges for cooking and base burners for heating. With
the advent of the latter the acme of method was believed
to have been reached.

About twenty-five years ago the founders of the
present firm of Warden King & Son, of Montreal, first
introduced into Canada the method of heating by hot
water. No better means could be found of rightly esti-
mating the wonderful development which has since taken
place in this direction tfian by placing side by side the
old square " Spence " boiler first manufactured by the
above-iamed company with the well-known " Daisy "
boiler of which they are the m4kers at the present day.

In Ontario, where the climate is less severe than in
the province of Quebec, improvement for many years
took place on the fine of heating by means of hot air
furnaces, a system which, owing to its efficiency and
cleanliness as compared with stoves, is still largely in
use.

About fifteen years ago hot water heating was intro-
duced in Ontario by the Gurney Company, who have
since been in the front rank of inventors and manufac-
turers in this field. As a matter of course they were not
long without competitors, and at the present time there
are probably not less than twenty firms engaged in the
manufacture of boilers, furnaces and radiators through-
out Canada.

The number of manufacturers, however, is small com-
pared with the number and variety of apparatus
manufactured. As the manufacturers in this line
increased, the law of self-preservation compelled each
one to give the closest study to the scientific principles
of heating and the devising of apparatus by which the
largest amount of .heat could be 'obtained and trans-
mitted with the least expenditure of fuel. At the

HAMILTON RADIA"TOft.

present time the principles underlying the generation

and transmission of heat and the means of putting theni

in operation are so well understood that there is no place

on the market for poorly designed and inefficient appara-

tus. A recent visit to several of the leading manufac-

tories revealed the fact that, notwithstanding the degree

of perfection which has been achieved, there is a con-

stant striving after improvement, and apparatus em-

bodying new features in design and construction is con-

stantly being placed on the market. In this connection

mention may be made of the following new apparatus:

The Doric hot water boiler, operated by both the

gravity and pressure systems, introduced last year by

the Gurney Foundry Company, and which by reason of

its low cost and efficiency is reported to have met with a

gratifying degree of favor ; the new down-draught

Economy school heater put on the market last autumn

by the Pease Furnace Co., Toronto. This furnace is

designed to burn wood or coal screenings, and in the

case of a public school building near Toronto, is credited

with having, by the use of screenings, cut the coal

bill in half. The Pease Company are also pre-

paring to introduce a hot water boiler which is said to

embody some new teatures in design and construction.

--mE olkuikDilki'l îkRc=F'G-ý lku-D
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The James Smart Manufacturing Co., of BrOckville,

introduced in the Canadian market last year, the

" Kelsey " warm air generator, which is said to embrace

a number of special and advantageous features, such as

large radiating surface, sectional fire pot, and a patent

attachment designed to prevent the short pipes from

robbing the long ones. This furnace is said to have

met with a satisfactory sale.

It is the writer's opinion that if the same degree of

thought and care that have been devoted to the inven-

tion and construction of heating apparatus were to be

exercised by the persons entrusted with the work of in-

stalling the same, the operative results would be more

satisfactory than they now are.

In pace with the development of hot water and steam

heating boilers bas come improvements in radiators.

The Toronto Radiator Manufacturing Company and

the Gurney Foundry Company of Toronto, who are

Box BASE, sHOWING BACK DAMPER OPEN AND FRONT

DAMPER CLOSED.

the pioneers in this line have recently been joined by the

Gurney-Tilden Co., of Hamilton, one of whose radia-

tors is shown on the preceding page, and a third companY

is in process of organization in Toronto for the purpose

of engaging in this branch of manufacture. Radiators

are now made in Canada in such a large variety of

Styles as to be adapted to almost every conceivable

Situation, from my lady's boudoir to the deck of a war

ship-one of Her Majesty's ironclads having been

fitted by the Toronto Radiator Co. last winter, while

lying in Halifax harbor. The accompanying illustra-

tiOns show the perfection to which this branch of a

modern heating system has been brought. The Flor-

ence radiator is the latest product of the Toronto

Radiator Company's skill, and is herewith illustrated for

the first time. The illustration on this page shows an

Oxford ventilating flue box base radiator, recently
placed on the market by the Gurney Foundry Co. By
means of a register damper shown in the engraving,
cold air can be taken in at the bottom of the radiator,
either from the room or from outside, conducted up be-
tween the coils of the radiator, becoming warmed there-
by, and dischnrged into the atnosphere of the room
from the top of the radiator. By this method the objec-
tion sometimes raised to hot water heating that it makes
no provision for ventilation, is removed. This is a
feature which is likely to commend Canadian radiators
to European buyers, who are possessed of very ad-
vanced ideas on the subject of ventilation.

A Toronto company bas made an entirely new
departure in this line by manufacturing radiators for
heating by electricity. These radiators are made of
Canada Plate, and are about 3 inches in diameter.
They are arranged horizontally like steam coils, and
are intended to be supplied with current from the
electric light company's mains. So far as we are aware
none of these radiators have as yet been installed. The
possibility that the cost of heating by this method can
be reduced to present standards is extremely doubt-
fui, for which reason, as well as the fact that the
method is to a large extent an untried one, the com-
pany who are seeking to introduce it are likely to meet
with great difliculty.

MONTREAL.
[Correspondence of the CANADIAN ARCHITECT AND BuLDIER.1

P. Q. A. A. DINNER.

THE Quebec Association of Architects beld their second and

last dinner for the season on the 16th of March. The attendance
was good, and the occasion proved both interesting and instruc-
tive. The president, Mr. A. T. Taylor, occupied the chair. The
association will, it is hoped, continue these dinners next year, as

the benefits derived therefrom in the promotion of cordial relations

between the members are quite apparent. Much of the success

which these gatherings have attained in the past may be said to

be due to the efforts of the presiding officer and the committee in

charge.
ROYAL cANADIAN AcADEMY EXHIBITION.

THE seventeenth annual spring exhibition of the Royal Cana-

dian Academy opened on April ist at the Art Gallery, Phillips

Square. A large assembly of members filled the galleries, re-
freshments were served and an excellent programme carried out.

As a whole the exhibition, although perhaps not quite so good
as its predecessors, possessed much work of good quality.

Among the best exhibits may be mentioned those of Messrs. R.
Harris, Alp. Jongers, E. Dyonnet, Miturice Cullen, M. Roberison
Mr. Frairchere, Mr. Brynner, A. Patterson, J. Hammond, J.
Pinisey, Suzor Cote, and others having their respective merits.

The portrait of " A Lady " also that of Colonel Jeffrey Burland,
by Alp. Jongers are worthy of mention. Mr. Dickson Patterson
exhibited a well rendered portrait of Prof. Chapman, and Mr.
Dyonnet showed some landscape studies which are very good.

Mr. Pinhey's " La Penserosa " is well treated. Mr. Robert
Harris exhibited some splendid portraits* Mr, Brymner's " Gray
Girl " is certainly one of the best pictures in water color. The
Canadian landscape studies, by Mr. Maurice Cullen, are much
admired.

The sculpture department is small, but of good quality. Mr.
Hil's portrait and bas relief are treated in a very decorative way.

Mr. Hebert's portraits in bronze are splendid. The group
" Convoitise " is a fine piece of art.

STRIKE oF BRICKLAVERS.

A strike of short duration was commenced last week by the
bricklayers of the city. The members of the Bricklayers' Union
have been receiving 30 cents an hour for ten hours per day, but
demanded that the scale of wages should be increased to 35
cents an hour, and that nine hours should constitute a day's
work. At first neither side showed any inclination to yield, but
through negotiations conducted in an amicable spirit, an agree-
ment has been reached, fixing the rate of wages at 35 cents an

bour for nine hours a day, and providing that union bricklayers
shail be given employment in preference to others. The agree-

ment dates fron April ist, and is for one year, four months before
the expiration of which a conferenice is to be held to consider
future relations. It is a natter of congratulation that an early
settlementit of the trouble bas been effected.
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THERE is too much looseness in this
Studded Partitions. country in the construction of studded

partitions, both as to the manner of
finishing up, and as to the dimensions of material used.
It is not good construction to run up a partition in a
ten-foot ceiling with 2" X 4" scantling. Anything over
nine foot in height should be studded with scantling not
less than 2" x 6", and these should be made parallel and
straight. At all door or other openings, the studs
should be doubled, the two thicknesses spiked well
together. This method is better than having the door
studs 4" x 6' as the larger timber is more apt to shrink,
check and cripple, conditions which may injure the
plaster much, and interfere with the fine working of the
door more. There should be cross tracing over the
head of each doorway if the plastering is to be kept
intact, and lines of tracing should be drawn from the

center of the room to the side walls wherever possible,
to assist in transferring the weight of partition from the

joists to foundation walls direct. Trimmers should be

" cut " in -snug between studs to make the wall solid,
about half the height of the ceiling, if ten feet or less,
but if a ceiling is more than ten feet, there ought to be

not less than two lines of trimmers in the wall. These

trimmers should be the full width of the studding-in
fact, they should be eut from stuff the same dimensions

as the studding itself. It is not a good plan to run the

studding to the floor and nail them to it. It is better

always to put down on the floor a piece of dimension
stuff and plant the studding on it. Doorways and

other openings may be cut out after the partition is

firmly secured-in place. The same rules hold good for

partitions formed of 2" x 4" scantling, only in the latter

more care should be observed in tracing and cutting in
trimmers, and making the whole solid and firm.

Nothing destroys plastering more than the vibration of

a wall caused by the slamming of a door or the jar
caused by some body suddenly coming in contact with

it. A wall should be firm enough to stand the sudden

closing of a door without jarring. When a wall shakes

from any of the usual everday causes, the end of the

plastering on that wall is within measurable distance.

In estimating for studding when the lathing is to go

directly on to then, it is well to allow one stud for each

running foot to be studded, whether it is for partitions

or outside walls. This will allow for doubling studs at

windows and doors, and will leave stuff enough to
" eut in " trimmers and braces and ribbon pieces for the

floors. Studding, when possible, should be put up in

lower floors first, and if it can be done, a slight crown-

ing should be given to the floors above, and as much

of the weight as possible should be discharged on the

side walls. A little attention to these rules will insure

good lasting work, when their being neglected would
lead to everlasting trouble and discomfort.

THERE is often much dispute as to the
Painter's Measure-

ment. proper way to measure up panters
work, owing to the fact that the unin-

formed do not think that a moulding or a return has
any more surface on it than the distance across its face.
As a mnatter of tact, every portion touched with a brush
should be measured, and a tape line should be forced
into every curve, quirk and corner of the work. Re-
turns, panels, mouldings, architraves, heads, sashes
and projections, should have the line bent around all
their parts in order to get the exact surface measure.
Turned work should have the line bent around it at its
average diameter, but, if beaded or moulded, the largest
diameter should be girdled and the stretchout of this
should be multiplied by the length of the turned article
to get the dimensions. In grille work, the usual cus-
tom is to neasure one surface and multiply it by four,
which will give the surface of the whole grille nearly.
For doors, shutters and iron fencing add one inch for
each panel, and one inch extra for each y/6 inch bar in
the railing ; add thickness of doors, and when calculat-
ing length of door or shutter, add thickness to length.
Thus, a door 2 in. thick and 3 x 7 ft., will measure for
painters' work, 3 ft. 2 in. x 7 ft. 2 in. for each side, and
if recess of panels and bends of mouldings are added--
whieh should be-the actual neasurements may be
much more according to the number of panels and style
of mouldings in the door. The number of feet obtained
divided by nine wili give the number of yards. All
painting under twelve inches wide, such as base-boards,
cormices, corner-boards, water-tables, etc., should be
measured up as being one foot wide, nine teet in length
making one yard. Gutters, conductor pipes and similar
work are charged double their outside measurement.
Sashes are painted by the piece according to the num-
ber of lights ; the same for glazing them. Work re-
quiring a ladder must be charged extra. It requires
about one-third more time to paint from a ladder than
from the ground. Brackets, etc., are charged by the
piece ; if in place and a ladder is required to get at
them, then add double price to what the cost would be
if the work was done in the shop. Outside work
should be painted every five years and inside work
every seven years 'at least. Grained out-door work
should be varnished every two years to save fresh
painting. Inside grained work may run four or five
years without being re-varnished. Hard finish should
be re-touched every few years if it is desired to have it
look fresh. It flattens and dulls in five or six
years.
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MANY times the plumber is put to hi
< lkon Plumbing. wits' end when making repairs or put

ting new work into old buildings
Frequently injured pipes and other fixtures that neve

give satisfaction have been so placed that they are con
tinUally out of order, and no amount of repairs cai
ever make them give entire satisfaction. Misplacement
in fact, is the most common cause of the mischief. Ai
undue exposure to cold, or a too close fitting to rang,
or stove, or else being placed where they are subject t
jars or violence, are the most prevalent causes of pipl
and joint disruptions. The danger from frost may b
avoided by suitably disposing the pipes with relation t(
the heating apparatus, or by plàcing them at least in

the farthest interior of the bouse. Direct contact with

or close proximity to the outer wall of the buildini
should be carefully avoided. The danger from hea
cornes from the common practice of crowding togethei
hot and cold water pipes within the limits of a narrow
chase or enclosure built in the house-wall. The pipe5
frequently get overheated and expand their legitimatt
dimensions, often straining the couplings and otherwise
doing serious injury, causing leaks and disruptions.
Into this same enclosure other pipes are often crowded,
and coming in contact with lead or other pipes, injure

them in process of time by mechanical pressure. It is,
therefore, advisable that these chases, or recesses in the
wall, should be more spacious than is ordinarily deemed
necessary, or that separate provision should be made
for carrying the water pipes alone. For convenience

in the making of repairs, and in order that less injury

to the house may be incident thereto, the chase or recess

may be very fitly built upon the inner side of the walls,
instead of within them, and sufficiently decorated to
lessen its possibly obtrusive appearance. At all events,
Some provision should be made so that in case anything
got wrong with the pipes, they could be got at without
being obliged to cut into the wall or break through the

Plaster-work. In all cases where horizontal pipes are
laid under the floors and across the joists, a strip of

flooring over the pipe should be laid so that it can be
taken up without trouble if desired. A little attention
Paid to matters of this kind when the plumbing work is
being planned, will result in the saving of many a dollar
and much inconvenience and chagrin.

THERE are " mitres and mitres," as
Nitre Joints. every workman knows, and though as

a general rule it is not difficult to make

a good mitre joint, there are some instances that seem
to baffle the best of workmen. In these cases, however,
it is safe to say that it is not the mitre that is to blame,

if the mitre bas been cut in a true box, but the condi-

tions. Often a mitre is made and cut to fit some angle
that is not a right-angled one, and while the truth may

not be discovered by the workman he may waste a
great deal of time-and patience-in trying to make a

fit, when a true mitre is impossible. A great deal of
the rule o' thumb business is practiced on square corn-

ers that are "not square." The workman should in
aIl cases find out if the corner into, or around, which
he is to make his mitre, is square, or at right angles ;
if so, well and good, his mitre-box will do the rest for
hitn if he gets his proper lengths, and if the work is of
such a character that a mitre-box cannot be used, he

nay apply one of the many methods for obtaining the
Ulnes of a mitre, and finish his work in accordance. If

s bis angles are not square, then he must allow for tbe
-difference and work accordingly, wbich be can do satis-

factorily if be possesses a fair knowledge of his trade.
r in the making of a perfect mitre joint, eacb piece

-sbould fit close to the other at ail points, and not simply
iat the uppf-r edge, or at the edge whicb meets the eye.

Sucb a mitre as this bas no strengtb in itself, and can-
Snot be depended upon. It bolds itself together because
Sthe moulding, or whatever tbe part mitred may be, is
,firmly fixed, and not because of any strengtb in the
Smitre itself. The larger the mitre, in case of mouldings
Sespecially, the more careful the workman ought to, be
>in making tbe joint quite true at ail points, so that

wben fixed together, the mitre may be glued, and so
better able to stand and remain intact. One tbing in

Sconnection witb mitres the workman sbould neyer lose
t sight of ; ail the material used should be dry and well

rseasoned. If the wvood be not quite dry, then tbe
rmitres will neyer remain as perfect as they should be,

for no matter bow well they may be made in the first
instance, the shrinking and possible warping of the

-wood, after the work bas stood for some time, upsets
ail calculations and destroys at once ail possibilities of

*gond and perfect workmanship being maintained, and
the work becomnes weakened inasmuch as the glue
breaks and leaves the joint open and belpless. Some-

*times, wben strength is required, a "lfeather " may be
inserted in the mitre; this may be done b>' making a

*saw-kert in the angle and slipping in the kerf a thîn
piece of tough wood, smearing tbe piece or " «feather"'
witb glue before inserting it in the kerf. For interîjal,
angles, it is mucb better to Ilcope " than to mitre, es-
pecially s0 if tbe work relates to, putting down base-
boards or similar work, and in a future issue we will
discuss "copeing and "scribing."

A CARPENTER witboiit tools is littie
AbctToole. more than a cipher, and like a cipher

he must depend on bis fellow-workmen
for value, for standing alone he is almost wortbless as
a mechanic ; be may handle joists, carry timber, or do
the work of a laboring man, but as a mechanic he is
N. G. In these days of combination tools and sasb and
door factories, mechanics do not need as many tools as
the old-time carpenter did. It is but a few decades
since a workman had to bave a large cbest, and sonie-
times two, and carry around with himi enougb tools to
stock a modern hardware store ; now aIl that is changed,
and the best of 'mnechanics can get along with tools
that be can carry on bis shoulder. In former days it
was an ordinar>' event to see a good workmnan posses-
sing tools wortb from one to two hundred and fifty dol-
lars ; now fitty or sixty dollars wisely invested will
supp>' the best of our workmen witb aIl the tools he
may ever require in bis reg ular occupation. A mecbanic
needs no better recommendation tban a good Ilkt " of
tools, well kept a 'nd in good working order. It is said
tbat "*a workman is known by bis chips," and it might
have been better said that "la good workman is recog-.
nized by bis gond tools," for they tell more plainly than
any written Ilcharacter " or Iltestimonial,"Y wbat tbeir
owner îs. He rnay tell you one tbing, and yet be some-
tbing quite the opposite ; but a look into bis tool chest
will betray him. A man who bas worked long enough
at a certain kind ot work to be able to caîl bimself
skilled therein, should bave acquired ail the tools that
are necessary, and a man whQ çlaims many years' ex-
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perience, yet can show but few or inferior tools, should
be looked at closely before his statements are accepted
as true. Many young men who are working at their
trades as apprentices or learners, are unable to purchase
tools while in their present position, but they should, if
their wages will permit, buy an odd tool now and again.
Another way is to lay aside a small amount from each
week's wages for the purpose of buying books, trade

journals and tools. Divide equally between books and
tools, as one is just as necessary as the other; and
make a list of what is needed, then purchase the first
on the list, as soon as the allotted cash amounts to the
sum required. A little judgment will be necessary in
the purchase of both books and tools, and it will be
well to consult some old workman in whom perfect
confidence can be placed. One thing, however, it will
always be right to subscribe for, is the journal represent-
ing the trade followed, that is published in your own
district, province or country ; then, if it can be afforded,
other current journals may be added. As regards
books, there are so many now devoted to the building
branches--many of which are first class-that there will
be no trouble in rmaking a selection. By following
these suggestions a young man will soon own a good
" kit" of tools and a valuable and instructive library.
Another thing, too, he will have the habit of saving a
little money, a habit that will have as much value as
his tools.

MANY plasterers and others who visited
sta. the Columbian Exposition in Chicago,

were struck with the appearance of the
marble-like buildings, and no doubt wondered how the
fine white effect was obtained. The material used to
accomplish this effect is a peculiar mixture called
"staff," but which is little known in America. It is

chiefly composed of plaster of Paris and a small per-
centage of cernent, into which are introduced fibres of
hemp, jute, sisal grass or other similar substance, to

give it toughness, so that it may be bent, sawn, nailed
or bored. It is cast in moulds like ordinary plaster ;
after being wet to the consistency of thick cream or

batter, a layer is spread in the well lubricated mould.

Next follows a layer of the long tough fibres ; over this

is poured another coating of the liquid plaster, then
another layer of long fibre, and so on until the mould is

properly filled to the required depth. In case of statues

and statuary groups, the models are first fashioned in

clay and coated with staff. Most of the workmen em-

ployed on the works of the White City were German,
French and Italian, the art and practice of staff-making
being understood by but a few people in Canada or the

United States. The composition hardens sufficiently to
be handled in about ten minutes after it is formed, a
quality that is often of great advantage. " Staff" is

fire-proof, and, to a considerable extent, water-proof.

If kept painted it will withstand the weather for a num-

ber of years. If it cracks or crumbles off, it can be

readily repaired with a brush or trowel, from a tub of

the liquid mixture. For inside decoration it possesses

superior qualities and ought to be better known and

used in Canada than it is. The ordinary plasterer who

is expert in casting ornamental plaster work will find

no difficulty in making and manipulating " staff," and

the more substantial results will more than repay him
for his extra care and trouble. There are a thousand

uses to which it may be applied with advantage.

A REcENr despatch froni Montreal to
Rights of Canadian

Comante the Toronto World draws attention to
an injustice which it is claimed is

inflicted upon Canadian contractors in connection with
the awarding of contracts by the Dominion government.
It is correctly pointed out, that in past years manly
of the largest contracts have been given to American
firms who have no interest whatever in Canada except
to enrich themselves by the profits realized from public
contracts. On the other hand, Canadian contractors
are not only prevented from obtaining United States
government contracts by a law which provides that
only full-fledged Americans be allowed to tender, but by
the alien labor law Canadians are restricted from evel
obtaining employment without first taking out naturali-
zation papers. A few years ago Major McLennan, M.
P. for Glengarry, introduced a bill in the Dominion
Parliament to prevent contracts from being awarded to
any but Canadian contractors, thereby placing con-
tractors in both countries on the same footing, but he
was turned aside in his purpose by the promise of an
ex-Minister that he would stipulate that American con-
tractors must employ only Canadian labor. This was not
regarded as satisfactory by our own contractors, who
hoped for some relief upon the return to'power of the
present government. This, however is apparently not
to be obtained, if we may judge by the provisions
governing work for which tenders were recently asked.
In the case of the deepening of the St. Lawrence
canals, the tenders for each section were to be accon-
panied by a marked cheque ranging from $75,ooo to
$i5o,ooo. This sum, it is claimed, is beyond all reason,
and is the means of greatly reducing competition.
Apart from the injustice done to contractors who are
perfectly capable of executing the contracts, the country
is likely to be called upon to pay higher prices for the
work than would be the case were the conditions
governing the tenders less stringent. It is urgently tO
be hoped that the future policy of the present govern-
ment will be in the direction of fairer dealing with
Canadian contractors.

USEFUL HINTS.
PAINT FOR IRON WORK.- -The following is quoted by Walter

G. Berg in an article in the Engineering News, as being the
formula recommended by Dr. C. B. Dudley, of the Pennsylvania
Railroad : French ochre, 39 pounds; lamp black, i pound; raw
lindseed oil, 54 pounds; Japan, 6 pounds.

Ebonising for floors can be easily done says the Plumber and
Decorator, by boiling logwood chips in water -ne pound ofchip
to one pound of water-till the liquid is weil coloured. Apply this
to the floor evenly and carefully, giving a second application if the
boards are close textured. When this is quite dry, apply in] a
similar way a strong solution of sulphate of iron in water. A good
chemical ink-like black will be the resuit, which, after sizing, mav
be varnished like any other stain, or preferable it may be polished
with beeswax and turpentine. The dufler surface so given 's
better, artistically speaking, than the glaring, shinling surface given
by a varnish, at any rate where a black stain is used.

FRESH CEMENT, To PAINT OvER.--A contributor to Painting
and Decorating recomnends that the wall be washed with dilute
sulphuric acid several days before painting. This wili change the
surplus caustie limueto sulphate of lime orgypsum. The acid should
be about one-half chamber acid and one hait water, but if quik
action is wanted 66% acid will answer. This should be repeated
before painting, and a coat of raw linseed oil flowed on freelY
should be given for the first coat. While this cannot be always
guaranteed as effectual for making the paint hold, it is the best
nethod our correspondeut has heard of for the purpose, and i5
worth trying when it is absolutely necessary to paint over fresl
cenent.
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PROMINENT CANADIAN CONTRACTORSK
I.

MR. GEORGE E. MILLS.

THE presentation of a portrait and brief biography of
Mr. George E. Mills, the well-known contractor of
Hlamiilton, Ont., fittingly serves to continue our series

of sketches of Canadian contractors. Mr. Mills has for

mIany years been prominentiy connected with the build-

ing trade in Hamilton. He was born in Iron Acton,
Gloucestershire, England, on the 25 th of June, 1849,
and commenced work with his father and two brothers,
who conducted business as tilers, plasterers, masons

and bricklayers combined. In 1868 be removed to
AYnesbury, where he worked for two years as journey-

man, at the end of which time he formed a partnership
with bis elder brother as contracting plasterers. The ar-

rangement, however, proved unsatisfactory, and the sub-
ject of our sketch resolved to seek bis fortune in America.

Arriving in Hamilton on August 3rd, 1871, Mr.
Mills obtained employment for a time as mason with

Mr. John Taylor. A year later, when Mr. J. Beer

MANAGEMENT OF WATER BACKING
THROUGH HOUSE DRAINS.

WE illustrate herewith an arrangement for the
management of water backing through bouse drains
into cellars, which is liable to occur in low and flat
towns, and to generate an intolerable nuisance. The
method was designed and carried out in Croydon,
England, by Mr. T. Walker, an engineer of that town.
The description of it was first printed in The Surveyor,
London, whence it bas been copied into Domestic
Engineering, (October). The method seems simple
and feasible, and worthy of a place among appliances
for the sanitation of dwellings.

Allft JIL? T

FiG. I. PLAN OF MAN HOLE.

Fig. i shows the plan and Fig. 2 the sectional
elevation of a man-hole chamber receiving the drainage
of four houses through a 6-inch cast iron pipe, deliver-
ing downwards ; it is arranged to receive a stout
rubber ball, fastened to a chain and arranged so as to

FIG. 2. SECTION OF MAN HOLE.

find a seat at the mouth of the trap when water backs up
through the sewer. The ball is lifted by the water and
forced by guide bars to its seat. These guide bars are
shown in detail in Fig. 3. Fig. 4 shows the position of

MR. GEORGE E. MILLS.

co1menced contracting, he was engaged with him as

an improver at bricklaying, and afterwards as foreman

for the late Mr. Andrew Tindall. From 1874 to 1891
he had full charge and management of Mr. Beer's

business, and upon his death in the latter year assumed

the business himself.
Among the principal buildings with which Mr. Mills

was connected in earlier years may be mentioned the
llamilton Hub Works, Copp Bros.' four story building,
the Cannon, Hess and Queen Victoria schools, the
Wesley, Gore, Simcoe and Hannah street Methodist
eFhurches, opera house, hospital, the Y.M.C.A. and the
eree Library buildings. Since contracting on his own
accouit, he has built, among other works, the Hamilton

POWer house, Wood, Vallance & Co.'s warehouse, the
.Pla street school, Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo

ralw7ay Station, the power house at the Beach, addition
to St. Joseph's hospital and convent, and remodelled

the Cotton mills. He bas now in course of construction
the Grand Trunk car shops at London, for which he

given the entire contract, estimated at $100,000,
bletting the carpenter work, plumbing, painting,

thvanized iron and slating. Work was commenced on

ise t Of October last, and nearly the whole building
now ready for the roof.

FIG. 3. DETAIL oF GUWIE BARS.

the ball when raised. No turther description is needed
to explain the action. The chamber receives al the
back water, while the drainage acquiring a small head
in the house drain will force its way past the rubber

3ECT10/1.
FIG. 4. SHOWING TIE BALL RAIsED.

ball valve and into the chamber, passing thence into

the sewer. Of course proper care must be exercised in
constructing the chamber or cistern, which should be

proof against leaking ; otherwise there will simply be

the substitution of one nuisance for another.
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WHAT THE FIGURES ON A CARPENTER'S
SQUARE MEAN.

THE following question and answer take rather too

much space for the regular department of queries, and
we therefore print it as a separate article.

H. S. F., New Decatur, , writes: "On a car-

penters' square that I have there are certain figures
located between those which represent inches, but I do

not understand what they mean, nor do I know anyone
that does. Will you please explain them ? "

ANSMwER.-We do not know just what kind of a
square you have, but will explain one that may be like

it. The large part of the square two feet long is the

body and the short part is the tongue. The sida n
which the name of the maker is stamped is the face,
the reverse side is the back. On the back of the body
is a table giving the measure of lumber, or boards "

thick, a section of which is illustrated in Fig. i. To

9 1 0 1 1 1 1 13 1 4
61 6|8 7 4 8 81 9|4
6 9 716 8|3 9 9 9 îo.6
716 8|4 912_o o Io 101l8
8 3 9 2 10 \ 11| I il 12|10

9 9 10 o Il |11 131 14 15 5
~o6 1'18 21 l 4 15 2 1614

11|3 1216 13 9 15 16 3 1716

FIG. i.

use it proceed as follows: Suppose that you have a

a board 2' long and 9" wide, and wish to know how

many feet there are in it. The column under the figure
12 represents the length, while the other figures to the

right and to the left of it stand for the width of the

board. Looking down the column underneath the

figure 12, we find the second figure is 9, and as 2

represents the width of it, we find it one columin to the

left Then with our pencil we begin at the 9 and follow

A27

FIG. 2.

the space until we arrive at the 2 column, where we

find 8' and 3", which is the number of feet in the board.

Again, suppose tha.t we have a board 14' long and

14" wide. In the twelve column find the 14 and pass
the pencil to the right until we arrive at the 14 column,

where we find 16' and 4", which is the correct measure-

ment.

13

33.94
27 38.19
27

1211 o 9

FIG. 3.

On the back of the tongue may be found what is

called1 "brace measure." It is used as follows : Sup-
pose that you have a horizontal timber into which you
wish to frame an upright post. You expect to put the

brace 27" from the angle on the post, and also 27" on

the horizontal timber. See Fig. 2. It is desired to
know the length of the brace. Refer to the brace
measure, a section of which is shown in Fig. 3, and to
the right of 27 you will find 38.19, which is the length

FIG. 4.

of brace. It may be proved as follows : Square each
of the given distances, add them together and extract
the square root of the sum.

Thus, V272 + 27' = 38.19.
Agaic4 on the face of the tongue may be found some

spaces and fgures, a part of which are illustrated on
Fig. 4. Only eler tenth space is numbered. These
are given for the purpose of showing how to cut an
octagon stick of timber out of a square one. Suppose
that we have a stick that is ra" square, as shown in
Fig. 5. We draw the lines A and B through the centre
as shown, and as our stick is 12" square we take our

A

A

FiG. 5.

dividers and measure off 12 spaces on our scale, Fig. 4.Then putting one point of them on 1 we make the
mark at 2, ànd then the mark at 3. Next start at 4
and put down the marks 5 and 6. Then from 7 mark
8 and 9. Then from Io mark i i and 12. Now when!
we have drawn the lines shown, it tells us just how
much to cut off to make the a" stick an octagon.

LABOR UMON SUED.
An action involving the right of a labor union ta suspend a

member and boycot him has been entered at Ottawa. The plain-tiff is R. Beaulieu, stonecutter. HMis action is ta recover $2,aoo
damages from the officers of the Rockland branch of tle Stone'cutters' Union for alleged illegal suspension from that branch.Beaulieu's suspension took place about two years ago during astrike among the stonecutters at Rockland. The strike aroase
over trouble with the contractor, Mr. Arch. Stewart, of Ottawa,over an apprentice who was set ta work with Beaulieu. Theworkingmen claimed that more than the right number ofaP'prentices were at work, and when the contractor refused toremove ie young man Larocque, the men, including Beaulieu,wen on strike. The trouble extended over a few days, and wasfinally settec, but in tie meantime Beaulieu was accused by theunion of treachery and connivance with the contractor to keePLarocque at work, and at a meeting of the union a fine of $[50was placed on Beaulieu. Until this was paid he was placedunder suspension He did not pay the amount. His case waspublished in ail the craft papers, and he has since been preventedfrom obtaining work in any union towns. Beaulieu assert5 that
he acted during the strike like an upright union man, and thatthere was ot fe least reason for his suspension. Damages tothe amount of $3,ooo are asked.



WORKING IN STONE.
TIE quarrying and working of stone is one of the

earliest industries in which men engaged, and very

little experience would make known the fact that cer-
tain Stones possessed rich colouring and veining, which

was made apparent when surfaces were rubbed smooth;

and so the first work in manrble would be produced.

The introduction of the mallet, the chisel, and the

drill is lost in antiquity. These tools were in use at

the most remote period of which we have any record.

The sculptures of Egypt are the oldest which the world

possesses, dating as far back as 3,000 B.c. Many of
these were not only shaped by the chisel, but they were

Polished with great care. The rude limestone blocks

Which now form the steps of the Great Pyramid were

at one time concealed from view by a casing of polished

marble, which must have given the great pile an ap-

Pearance of dazzling brightness.
We learn from Herodotus that it was built in steps,

every step forming the scaffold for the next until the

top was reached ; then the finishing process was coin-

Ibenced trom the top downwards by fitting in angular
blocks of marble and polishing the surface to a perfect

level.

Saws without teeth, fed by hand with sand and water,

were used to cut the slabs with which the walls of the

palace of Mausolus at Halicarnassus were lined. Pliny

describes the saws and the kind of sand with which the

slabs were sawn, and speaks of the palace as being

encrusted, or veneered throughout, with marble. It

was built 350 years before the Christian era. Saw mills

for sawing stone, driven by water power, were in use

on the River Roer in Germany in the fourth century.

Very little progress appears to have been made in this

direction, because we find as lately as the early part of

the sixteenth century that one of the inventions of

Leonardo Da Vinci was a marble saw, which consisted

of a frame in which two or more blades of iron were

Stretched, thus forming a gang. A copy of Leonardo's

original design was published in Scribner's Monthly

Magazine some few years ago. According to an Eng-
lish building journal the honor of first establishing in

Great Britain mills for the sawing of marble by means

of water power, and on an extensive scale, belongs to

Mr. William Colles, of Kilkenny. About the year 1730

he tried a model in a small stream, and finding it suc-
ceed, took a perpetual lease of a marble quarry in the

neighborhood, and set up a mill, which is still in exist-

ence, and worked by his descendants. A few years

afterwards (in 1748) machinery for sawing and polish-

Ung marble by means of water power was established at

the village of Ashford, near Bakewell, in Derbyshire.

Since that time a great many improvements in the de-

tals of sawing machinery have been introduced, but the

arrangement sketched out by Leonardo Da Vinci re-

tiains practically the same, and is in general use to-day.

The principal improvements have been : An arrange-

Ment by which sand and water has been fed to the saws

automatically, and variations of a clock-work mechan-
1sm', by which the saws are gradually lowered into the

cut, and which can be made to work faster or slower,

according to the hardness of the stone to be sawn.
Perhaps the best sawing machine for general purposes

s that invented by Mr. Richard Cox. The great ob-
Jection to the ordinary type of machine is that it takes

*P too much room ; a long shaft is employed to con-
nect the trame with the crank, and this, together with

the length of the saw frame itself, takes up a space
which can sometimes be ill afforded. In Cox's machine
the connections are fixed to the centre of the frame,
instead of at one end of it, and the whole of the driving
gear is fixed to the machine itself, so that there is no
thrust, and no vibration. The whole of the mechanism
of the saw being contained in one framing,- the weight
of the block of stone to be sawn is ingeniously brought
into service, and keeps the machine perfectly steady
while it is in work.

An altogether different principle had its origin in
Belgium. The machine s called the Helicoidal saw,
and s said to produce the most wonderful results. It
consists of an endless metallic cord made of three steel
wires twisted together to a particular pitch. The cord
is carried round two grooved pulleys and is drawn
through the cut. It s supplied with sand and water,
as in the ordinary saw. Besides the running move-
ment the cord receives a rotary motion which contin-
uously throws the mud produced by the sawing out of
the cut. The result of the simultaneous running and
rotary movement of the cord is that the sand is rapidly
carried along the line and over every point in the cord
made by the twisted wires. This combination joined to
the continuous movement gives great rapidity of work.
The machine has sawn through a surface of 150 super-
ficial feet of white Carrara marble in twelve hours, and
through 15 superficial feet of hard Brittany granite in
the same time. It has not yet been introduced into this
country, but if actual working proves the truth of the
experiments made by the inventors, it should not be
long in coming into active service. It has already found
employment in several of the Belgian quarries.

When marble comes from the saw the surface has yet
to be smoothed and polished. It is first rubbed with
fine sand, then gritted or pumiced, and finally polished
by means of a block on which putty powder or lead has
been laid. The machines employed in Italy for surface
rubbing are of very rude construction. A bed of thick
marble slabs is first laid down in a circular form, and a

large wheel-shaped framing of wood divided by spokes
into four or five compartments, is made to revolve over
it. The slabs of marble to be rubbed are placed in the
compartments, sand and water is thrown on the bed,
and the revolving wheel is set in motion. As it goes
round it carries with it the slabs, which are thus rubbed
on those below, until the requisite fineness of surface is
produced.

The rubbing bed principally in use in this country is
of cast iron. A plate of this material, some 2 inches or

3 inches in thickness, -nd 8 feet to cò feet in diameter
is made to revolve quickly, and carries on its surface the

sand and water required. The slabs are placed face
downwards on the plate, and the required work is

speedily and easily done. Another machine for rubbing

large and heavy pieces of stone consists of a heavy iron

plate 8 inches to 12 inches in diameter pierced with

holes, and made to revolve by connection with a vertical

shafting. The sand and water is placed inside the

plate, and finds its way out through the holes upon the

work below; the weight of the revolving plate does the

rest.
Numerous plans and all sorts of extraordinary ma-

terials have been used and recommended for speedily

polishing the sanded surface of marble. Practical ex-

perience proves that nothing in this process will take the

place of good, honest, hard rubbing. This can be best
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applied by means of a very simply contrived machine
A crank is connected with a fly wheel, and works ar
iron framing backwards and forwards, forming a rocker.
To the rocker is fastened a shaft, which is connected tc
a large block covered with felt, on which putty powder
or rouge and water has been sprinkled. The block is
dragged backwards and forwards over the surface ol
the marble, and in no other way can a good lasting
polish be produced. Acids are frequently employed to
get up a superficial polish, but this method is utterly
destructive in its results. A very short space of time is
required for the acid to eat away into the surface of the
marble and a dul speckly appearance is produced. No
acid should be brought into contact with marble in the
working, on any pretence whatever.

Numerous machines have been invented for the pur-
pose of carving; but as far as carving in the round is
concerned, their history has been nothing but a history
of failures. All of them seem to have been on much the
same principle. Two or more points were fixed in a
frame, which could be moved in every direction. One
point was fixed ; the others were made to revolve at a
high degree of speed. They were all so arranged in the
frame that the position of each was always the same in
relation to the other. The manipulator placed a piece
of finished carving under the stationary point, and as
many rough blocks of stone as he wished to make into
copies, one under each of the revolving points or chisels.
As the stationary point was passed over the surface of
the finished carving, and raised, or lowered, as it was
brought into contact with each portion of it, so the re-
volving chisels followed the position of the stationary
point over the model, and cut away the stone placed
underneath them into a corresponding shape. In some
of these machines the table itself moved as well as the
frame, but in all of them some modification of the same
plan was adopted.

Mr. Gerald Lomer, 43 St. Sacrament street, Montreal, has re-
cently received the Canadian agency for Otis Bros. & Co.'s ele-
vators, Richey, Brown & McDonald, Brooklyn, Ornamental Iron
Workers, and Dexter Bros., Boston, shingle stains.

The Fort Erie Jockey Club are about to constrnct a large track
and grand stand at Fort Erie, Ont., the contracts for which have
recently been let. The grand stand will be 31i feet long by 115
wide. There will be eighteen terraces of seats with folding
chairs. In the front of the stand there will be twents-four boxes,
each containing eight chairs. The buffet will be forty-five by fifty
feet, and the restaurant thirty-six by fifty feet. The house of the
superintendent of the track will contain eight rooms. Under-
neath the stand will be the betting ring, whIcli will be two
hundred and ten feet long by sixty-eight feet wide. This will
have an arched roof, thus doing away with columns.

REPAIRING FRESCO PAINTINGs.-The old fresco paintings are
to be washed off with clean water. If this does not remove the
dirt sufficiently, a little hydrochloric acid should be added to the
wash water, but it is better to rinse off two, three and even four
times with water containing too little of the acid than to spoil the

picture altogether by using too much acid. After washing off
with the hydrochloric acid water, the painting should be rinsed
off twice with clear water, If it bas to be painted over in places,
only lime-proof colors should be used. These are ground in lime-
milk diluted and mixed with finely powered sharp sand immedi-
ately before use, and should not be applied too thin upon the wail,

which is moistened previously. The wall, upon which the paint-

ing bas been done, should also be kept moist for some time yet,

for only as long as the mixture is wet, the lime will enter into an

intimate combination with the sand. For this purpose a wooden

frame is made around the picture, upon which, in a little distance

fron the picture, firm sack cloth is stretched, preferably double,

before the whole picture, so that no air can strike the picture

directly. The sack cloth should be kept quite moist for two to

four days.

NEW PLUMBME ' ASSOCIArIONS.
THE master plumbers of Stratford and vicinity have

shown themselves to be in accord with the objects of
the Dominion Master Plumbers' Association, and on
March 3rd a meeting was called by Mr. Wm. Smith,
vice-prestdent of Ontario, for the purpose of organizing
a local association for that district. The following
were enrolled as members : J. A. Castlake, A. Ward,
A. Smith, F. Sylvester, and McDonald Bros., of Mit-
chell. The officers elected were: President, J. A.
Castlake; ist vice-president, A. Ward; 2nd vice-presi-
dent, A. McDonald; secretary-treasurer, A. Smith
sergeant-at-arms, F. Sylvester.

The master plumbers of Winnipeg, Man., met on the
2oth of March and organized a local branch, to be
known as the Master Plumbers' Association of Winni-
peg. It comprises eight out of the nine established
plumbing finrms doing business in the city, and starts
out with good prospects of beconing an active and use-
ful organization. Oflicers were elected as follows :
President, T. A. Irvine, of T. A. Irvine & Co.; vice-
president, T. Cotter, of Cotter Bros.; recording secre-
tary, Jos. Turner, of the Manitoba Plumbing Co.;
treasurer, W. Stephenson, of Stephenson & Co. Com-
mittees on arbitration, legislation, sanitation and audit-
ing were also appointed, and the constitution of the
Montreal Association was adopted, with the necessary
changes to apply to the city of Winnipeg. A meeting
will be held shortly, when a regular meeting night will
be arranged.

The officers of the new association at St. Catharines,
Ont., the organization of which was briefly mentioned
in our March number, are as follows : A. Chalfield,
president; A. Riddell, ist vice-president ; S. P. Gour-
lay, 2nd vice-president; T. Parnell, treasurer; C. Beard,
secretary; T. Patrick, sergeant-at-arms ; H. Bald,
associate member on committee.

L. H. Gaudry has started business in the city of Quebec as a
dealer in plumbers' supplies.

Mr. J. W. Hughes, of Montreai, who was one of the promoters
of the Dominion Master Plumbers' Association, was, at the last
meeting of the American Public Health Association, appointed
chairman of a new committee on "Sanitation, with special
reference to drainage, plumbing and ventilation of public and
private buildings." Mr. Hughes has always taken an active
interest in sanitary matters, and fully deserves the honor conferred
upon him.

SALT IN SAND.-A writer in one of the London architectural
papers presents some interesting remarks relative to methods by
which sait may be detected in sand. He says that if the sand is
not contaminated with decaying organic matter the easiest way
is undoubtedly to put a few grains in the mouth, or to taste the
water in which some of the sand has been stirred. If this test is
objected to put some of the sand in a wine-glass, cover with dis-
tilled water, and, after agitating for some time, dip a piece of
clean platinum wire into the water and hold it in a coloriess Bun-
sen gas flame. A persistent deep yellow color imparted to the
fRame will indicate the presence of sodium. Another method isfilter off the water from the sand by means of blotting paper, and
to the liquid add one drop of silver nitrate solution. A curdy
white precipitate will at once betray the presence of common salt.
In ascertaining the presence of sait in sand, it is assumed thatthe object is to discover any tendency to absorb moisture, and
consequently to cause damp walls. This could be equally wellascertained by drying some of the sand for some hoursat a temperature of 212' F. Its weight should then be ac-curately takea and the sand exposed for some days to a nostatmosphere. Any increase in weight at the end of the periodwould be due to water absorbed from the air, probably owing tothe presence of common sait.
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PRESIDENTS OF CANADIAN PLUMBERS
ASSOCIATIONS.

MR. R. SAMPSON.

THE ancient city of Quebec bas quite an active

Plumbers' association, of which Mr. R. Sampson, whose
countenance is herewith portrayed, is president. Mr.

Sanpson's father was a Devonshire man, who arrived
i Quebec in 1832 to accept a position as master
armorer in charge of the small arms departnent and

citadel armory, in connection with which there were

m1any interesting associations, such as the rebellion of
1837, the coming and going of the troops, etc. He

Occupied this position for forty years, and died at the

honorable age of 85.
The subject of our sketch is 57 years of age, and was

apprenticed to learn the brass trade with C. Pardie
lvhen thirteen years old. At the death of Mr. Pardie
five years later, he secured employnent with the late
John Pye, well-known to the older plumbers uf the

province. That was the time of big margins, when

plumbers were regarded as superior to ordinary mortals

MR. R. SAMPSON,
President Quebec Master Plumbers' Association,

and feared for their ability-to make bills and collect
theni. Then there was no trouble with the apprentice
question, as there was always some hand work to give

then employment between times, and better opportuni-
ties were afforded to become lead workers than at
Present, with our superior machine-made lead work.

jy Casting on sand tables many tons of sheet lead were
manufactured, from which soil pipe, traps, bends, etc.,
Were made in a manner unknown to the present trade.

In 1866 Mr. Sampson went to New York, were he
was employed for one year at brasswork and plumbing.
Returning to Quebec, he commenced business on his
own account in 1868, and has continued ever since.
le has spent much of his time in working on patent
'odels for different clients, which has given a great

variety of work. In his business he is ably assisted by
his son, who bas charge of the brass shop, while his
daughter assumes the responsibility of the office work.
Mr. Sampson bas accumulated considerable wealth by
strict attention to business, but has nevertheless found
time to participate in an occasional hunting and fishing
tour.

UJPOn the formation of the local plumbers' association
twO Years ago, Mr. Sampson was chosen president, a
Position which he still occupies. He reports the associa-
tiOn to be in a good condition, and although some of

the local firms have not yet joined, it is hoped they will
be induced to follow in the footsteps of the majority.

LONDON PLUMBERS' ASSOCIATION.
MR. W. Heard, president, sends the following en-

couraging report ot the local plumbers' association at
London :

I can report the London Association to be in first
class working order. Ail the members are fully alive
to the benefits of their connection with the National
Association of Master Plumbers, and the manufacturers
and wholesale dealers are realizing the benefit that
comes to them by standing true to the association.

The plumbing trade here, for the last four months,
has been very dull, but there are indications of an im-
1rovement. The local association menbership has
been increased by the addition of Messrs. Noble & Rich,
who have lately commenced business here, and being
well-known, practical men, will get their «share of the
trade.

A decided improvement is noticeable in the feeling of
the individual members of the trade, one to the other,
since the association has been formed, the old-time
jealousy being displaced by frankness and fair dealing.
That augurs a new era.

An invitation has been received from ex-President
Haslett, to celebrate the birthday of the local associa-
and a pleasant time is anticipated.

ROOFING TILES AND THEIR MANU-
FACTURE.*

By C. W. CRAwFORD.

Tilemaking, next to brickmaking, is the greatest of
the clay industries in other countries than this. The
roofs are universal in all of Continental Europe, and are
much used in the British Isles, where slates are so
plentiful. All of the known varieties may be found in
any of the old cities, from that resembling a drain tile
split in two, or that having a reverse curve like a letter
S, or the flat shingle tile, among the older styles, to the
modern interlocking tile now in exclusive use. The
fashions in these tiles vary so greatly that the idea of
a patent tile in this country is absurd. The tribe is so
numerous and so venerable that it is difficult to con-
ceive of any new thing on this side that is not in use on
the other. The underlying principle of them all is the
same-that of a tongue and groove, arranged with the
groove facing upward and the tongue of the opposite
tile fitting loosely into it. This is the single lock, and
is the more common. But some are made with two
tongues and two grooves, called a double lock. This
latter plan is more secure against wind and fine snow,
but having greater lap, they are necessarily heavier, but
both kinds are water tight if of good quality. No tile
roof is air tight, and the ample ventilation they admit
of is considered an advantage in making the house
cooler in summer without being colder in winter. Some
of the old pan tiles of S shape are laid with cement, and
are fairly tight, but the expansion and contraction must
inevitably crack the cement. It is the common practice
now to lay tiles as they corne from the factory, without
cement, except in fitting ridge tiles and hip rolls.

Tiles are held on the roof mainly by gravity, by being

* Abstract of paper read before the Ohio Clayworkers' Association.
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made with a nib on the under side that hooks over the

slat on which it rests. These nibs are usually punched
for nails while the tile is soft in such a way that the
nails are driven into the upper edge of the slat. Some
tiles have no nail holes, but, instead, a nib on the bot-
tom, near the lower end, punched for a wire, and it is

not considered necessary to wire every tile, but only a
few scattering ones. Some are made with nibs to hook
on the slats, but none for wires and no nail holes, de-
pending upon gravity alone to keep them in place. It

is not necessary to use solid sheeting, but only siats

three inches wide. But in the case of an old roof

already sheeted, solid narrow slats, one-half inch thick,
are nailed on top of the sheeting on which to hang the
tiles.

Almost any clay that will make good brick or drain

tiles will make good roofing tiles, but it is essential that

it shall dry straight and without cracking. Most kinds

of clay will .do, but there are kinds that appear to be
first-class that cannot be dried without going to pieces.

A specimen of such clay was sent to our firm for trial from
Minnesota, from which we never got a whole tile, but
the pieces burned to a fairly good red. Other speci-
mens we have had that would dry over the boiler or
anywhere. Common surface clay is more liable to
crack than others, but when mixed with, say, 20 per
cent. of shale or fire clay it generally works well and
dries almost anywhere, and may be considered aà ideal
clay for tile-making. The admixture of shale reduces
the usual red color, which is its only fault. Pure fire

clay or potter's clay makes excellent tiles as far as
quality goes, but the color is bad. These are good if

treated with a slip of some kind or with pigment ground
in the clay. Anyway, fire clay can be relied on not to
warp or crack, and to stand a very high heat, which

shyle or surface clay will not. For bluesmoking almost

any clay can be used, but the better the clay the better

the tile, and hence fire clay or some mixture of it will
make better blue tiles than any other, and the danger
of over-burning is a small factor. Bluesmoking is an

excellent means of disguising under-burned tiles, they
ail corne out one color, and the bad ones look as well

as the good ones, but that need not mitigate against

the process, which is an excellent one if the ware is

burned properly. In preparing the clay for tilemaking
it is important that it shall be ground and screened

finely, using a No. 20 or 24 screen, and thoroughly

pugged and worked through an auger mill into slabs a

little less in area than the tile-say one inch less at each

side, one-half inch less at each end, and thick enough
to contain a little more clay than the tile. The surplus
overflows, and a fin is left around the edges that must

be trimmed off. The pressure is not necessarily very

great, and as the press runs almost idle during its revo-
lution, except at the point of greatest pressure, it will
be seen that very littie power is required.

The Queenston Quarry Co., of St. David's, Ont., is seeking
incorporation, with a capital stock of $So,oo0.

The works of the Standard Drain Pipe Company at St. John's
Que., have been closed down pending a decision by the govern-
ment regarding the duty on drain pipes.

Steps are being taken to form a joint stock company to carrY
on the business of manufacturing sanitary goods hitherto con-
ducted by Messrs. Dakin & Co., at Iberville, Que.

A very simple remedy to remove rain spots, or such caused by
water soakng through ceilings, has been employed with good
resuits. Take unslaked white lime, dilute with alcohol, and paint
the spots with it. When the spots are dry-which ensues quickly,
as the alcohol evaporates and the lime forms a sort of insulating
layer-one can proceed painting with size color, and the spots
will not show through again.

In a recent decorated library, the walls have been wainscoted
about five feet high, where the low, open bookcases do not oc-
cupy the wall space, and all the oak woodwork bas been stained
a torest green. Above this a damask pattern paper, in two shades
of dark green, has been used, running to the ceiling without a
frieze, and separated from it simply by a narrow picture molding.
The ceiling is a pale green, with stenciled Empire border in a
slightly darker shade. The hangings are ofgreen figured denim,
and the Smyrna rug on the floor carries out the same color scheme.
Relief is afforded by the bright colors of the Liberty velvets that
have been used to upholster the quaint-shaped chairs, and the
bright cushions that are piled upon a divan in the window
seat.

SCREwS IN STONE WALLS.-A Dusseldorf engineer, knowing fron
experience that wooden dowels for the purpose of securing screws
in stone are apt to weaken the walls and do not afford the desired
solidity, bas devised an ingenious method of obtaining a firm
anchorage. For this purpose a wire of suitable thickness is coiled
onto the screw, so as to follow the threads of the same and to form
a kind ofscrew nut. The coiling may commence near the head or
thick end of the bolt and proceed toward the point by laying the
wire into or between the threads, so as to touch the bottom of the
same, the section of each screw thread being perfectly triangular
or trapezoidal and the core of the screw conical (similar to a
wood screw). After arriving at the point of the screw, the wire
may be wound backward over the helix already wound on, but
with a steeper pitch, se as to leave wider interstices between
consecutive convolutions of the wire. After the wire has beeni
laid on so as to form a nut, and then the screw withdrawn, the
nut or wire coil is introduced into a hole which has been drilled
or otherwise formed in the wall for this purpose, and which is
slightly wider than the diameter of the nut measured over the outer
layer of the wire, after which the interstices are filled up with
plaster of Paris cernent, or similar binding material in a plastic
condition. When the said binding material has become sufHici-
ently hard and firm, the screw bolt whicl bas served as a core,
or another screw bolt having the same diameter and pitch ; is
screwed into the wire coil, and may now be screwed out and in
repeatedly without damaging the wall, because the wire serves
as a screw nut, which is secured to the stone or wall by the ce-
ment or other binding material.-Philadelphia Record.
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